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Abstract
The human, economic and environmental disaster that followed the Deepwater Horizon
catastrophe at the Gulf of Mexico in April 2010 revealed how much the offshore drilling industry
relies on the Blowout Preventer (BOP) as the primary means of controlling a 'well kick' or
'blowout'. One of the most important components of the BOP are the shear rams which are
tasked with cutting the drilling string in case of an emergency, allowing the blind rams and the
annular type blowout preventer to seal the wellbore and generally prevent things from becoming
unmanageable. The increased drill pipe material strength, the fact that its diameter and wall
thickness are eventually optimized (larger and heavier pipe sizes) and the greater water depths in
combination with the high drilling fluid density affect the BOP's ability to shear. This study
investigates all stages of the shearing process and attempts to optimize the geometry of the shear
blades. In order to do that, simulations are conducted with Finite Element Models (FEM) by
utilizing the Impact and Crashworthiness Lab's (ICL) fracture methodology, the backbone of
which is the Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) fracture criterion. Nine cases which involve three
different angles defining the sharpness (cutting angle) and three angles characterizing the shape
of the blades are evaluated. The optimum configurations for the shear blades are investigated
based on the maximum required cutting force and the sealing capability. The simulations are
performed for the TRIP 690 steel as well as for the X70 grade steel. The fracture and plasticity
parameters for the X70 grade steel are experimentally determined in the ICL lab as part of this
research. In addition, recommendations for shearing the tool joints, the connections of the drill
pipes, are made based on the Finite Element (FE) simulations. Finally, as a second application of
the MIT's fracture prediction capability, the process of fracture of a pre-cracked drill pipe is
solved numerically and compared with the response of an uncracked drill pipe.
Thesis Supervisor: Tomasz Wierzbicki
Title: Professor of Applied Mechanics
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CHAPTER
1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The price of oil has dramatically increased recently and it has become more economical to go for
"deepwater drilling", (in water depths over 1,000 feet), in order to discover more promising
though challenging reservoirs. Technology has now made it feasible to retrieve oil from
reservoirs under the sea up to one mile deep. As a result, deepwater rigs are now covering over
10% of oil production worldwide. However as the water depth increases, new problems for the
Oil & Gas (O&G) industry arise, since with those more demanding reservoirs comes a whole
new set of problems of designing the next generation of drilling rigs and subsea equipment.
A current example of the dangers / difficulties of deepwater drilling is the explosion of the semi-
submergible drilling platform Deepwater Horizon. Deepwater Horizon was a dynamically
positioned, mobile offshore drilling unit (MODU) owned by Transocean and rented to British
Petroleum (BP) O&G company from March 2008 until September 2013 (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Deepwater Horizon drilling unit
(http://www.deepwater.com)
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The accident occurred in the evening of Tuesday, April 20, 2010 in the Gulf of Mexico and led
to loss of eleven lives, injuries to seventeen and to one of the worse environmental disasters in
the United States history. The cause of this disaster was a "well kick" or "blowout", which is an
uncontrolled flow of crude oil and gas coming from pressurized pockets deep beneath the
seabed. When these reservoir fluids reached the surface through the pipelines, they caused
explosions aboard the Horizon. The platform eventually sank, while the pipe connecting it to the
well bent and broke leading to tremendous oil spill (Figures 2 and 3).
Figure 2. Deepwater Horizon platform on fire Figure 3. Schematic representation of the BP accident
(Mackowsky, et al., 2010) (http://www.bp.com)
After the Deepwater Horizon accident, many studies were conducted in order to evaluate the
performance of the BOP at the time the blowout occurred and determine the sequence of events
that led to this tragedy (BP, 2010) (Mackowsky, et al., 2010) (DNV, 2011).
The key to a successful well control is to detect an influx early, quickly shut the well and
circulate the kick out using a bottom hole pressure technique with pressure relief valves. To do
that, a device called "blowout preventer" (BOP) is stationed at the wellhead and is considered to
be a vital part of the rig equipment. The BOP is a steel framed stack and consists of a set of
hydraulic valves, mounted perpendicularly to the oil flow. It is a massive piece of equipment,
which has a height of approximately 60 ft and weights about 450 tons (Figures 4 and 5).
18
Figure 4. Real size BOP
(http://oilstatesintl.com/fw/main/OffshoreProducts-145.html)
RI "W'"
| .C.om.AuLm
58.75 ft.
- mese..**..u
I LMRP
I Lower BOP Stack
*
Figure 5. 15,000 psi BOP used at the Deepwater Horizon accident
(http://www.deepwater.com/)
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The first ram-type blowout preventer, shown in Figure 6 was designed and built in 1922 by
oilman James Smither Abercrombie (1891-1975) and machinist Harry S. Cameron (1872-1928)
in Houston, Texas. Their aim was to control the underground pressures occurred during drilling
operations in the countryside. Their patent application was filed on April, 1922 and granted on
January 12, 1926 as United States patent number 1,569,247 (www.ASME.org). This innovative
BOP design had a maximum operating pressure of 3,000 psi. Figure 7 illustrates drawings of the
original patent application.
Figure 6. First ram-type BOP
AIM. 22. "M1ANOI
6f. Mmmm~
Am 68 4609011 W 4 0
&A , IMY m
Figure 7. US Patent No. 1,569,247
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1.2 Deepwater Horizon catastrophe, problems related to
Shear Rams
In case of "well kick" occurs, the most critical parts of a BOP are the Shear Rams shown in
Figure 8, which are shear blades that are designed to cut tubular goods (tubing, drill pipes,
collars, etc.). The Deepwater Horizon catastrophe revealed significant problems known as early
as 2002, when WEST Engineering Services performed for U.S Minerals Management Service
(MMS) the "Mini Shear Study" (West Engineering Services, 2002). It was stated in this
document that in real world tests nearly 30% of the Shear Rams had not worked. Furthermore, a
later study from MMS in 2004 (West Engineering Services, 2004) titled "Shear Ram Capability
Study" warned that "The grim snapshot illustrates the lack of preparedness in the industry to
shear and seal a well with the last line of defense against a blowout".
In addition, according to MMS study performed in 1999 (SINTEF, 2001), "well kicks" are
common with one observed every 84 days of drilling. However, with so many rigs in operation,
kicks probably occur daily. Besides "well kicks", offshore drilling may face other challenges,
like ice movement in the Arctic environment, which may force the drill ship to disconnect and
reconnect quite often. In this case failure is more likely to occur and BOP has to be able to shear
and seal more often. Of course, drill pipe tool joints and internal upsets can cause significant
problems and attempting to shear through them can damage or even destroy the shear blades.
21
Rex Joint
Upper Annular
LowrAnnuar
ST Locks
Upper Vaiabe Bam Rams
Mide Variable B re Rams
|-
F
Lower Test Rams
I
Figure 8. Deepwater Horizon BOP stack components
(http://www.deepwater.com/)
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1.3 Thesis objective
It becomes obvious that the design of the BOP is an extremely important component for safe
operations in oil platforms. It is therefore not surprising that full scale tests were performed on
drill pipes and the resisting force for the system of shear blades was measured. The statistical
study on actual tests that the US Mineral Management Service (MMS) commissioned to the
West Engineering Services (West Engineering Services, 2004), provided a wealth of
experimental data. The data were compared with a simple prediction of the J2 plasticity theory
(referred to the above report as the Distortion Energy Theory). It was found that the maximum
cutting force can be predicted with an average error for a range of steel grades of 11.2%. These
results has been serving the community well and not much progress in experimental, analytical
or numerical solution to the cutting problem made its way since, to the opened literature.
Meanwhile a variety of shapes of shear rams were proposed, see for example US patent
US7367396, but they were not backed by a suitable calculation procedure to see advantages of
one solution to the other. The process of shearing of a shear ram requires an adequate fracture
theory. The difficulty has been that such a fracture theory was not in use by the Oil & Gas
(O&G) industry. Most of fracture problems encountered and analyzed by the O&G industry
require the presence of an initial crack. Such cracks were absent in the problem of cutting
through the drill pipes which are practically crack free.
Over the past decade the automotive and steel industry were investing in research on initiation
and propagation of fracture in crack free bodies. One such promising approach to fracture has
been developed in Impact and Crashworthiness Lab (ICL) at MIT. This approach requires a
comprehensive set of fracture tests on specimens cut from pipes combined with detailed FE
analyses of the small scale lab tests. Based on the above hybrid experimental/numerical
procedure fracture envelope is constructed and then programmed as a user subroutine to leading
commercial codes (Bai & Wierzbicki, 2010).
The objective of the present study is to address major structural issues that currently the O&G
community is facing, utilizing the MIT's fracture technology. A particular problem to
demonstrate the potential of this theory is cutting of a drill pipe by a set of shear rams. Having
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solved the base line problem, a parametric study is performed to investigate the influence of
various mechanical and geometrical parameters on the resistance force and the instantaneous and
final shapes of the pipe. The proposed methodology could be a great help to optimize the design
of the shear ram assembly.
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1.4 Outline of the MIT's Fracture Technology
The MIT fracture model is based on the Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) criterion combined
with biaxial testing and calibration procedure (Bai, 2008). Given that the ductile fracture is a
local phenomenon, the stress and strain states must be defined very accurately at the fracture
locations. In general fracture initiation is associated to large plastic deformations and there are
significant stress and strain gradients around the fracture region. For that purpose the large strain
J2 theory of plasticity is assumed. For the fracture part, the starting point for the MIT fracture
technology is the Mohr-Coulomb (M-C) criterion, which can be written in terms of the three
stress invariants q, 0 and a, as:
F = C2! cos -) + C1 (r + 1sin ] (1)
where 11 is the stress triaxiality and 0
parameter is given by:
is the normalized Lode angle. The stress triaxiality
(2)
and om is the mean stress. Lode angle 0 can be written in terms of the normalized third
deviatoric stress invariant 4 (Xu & Liu, 1995) as:
= = cos(36)
The range of the invariant 4 is -1 4 <1, while the range for the Lode angle 0 is 0-< 0 r/3.
(3)
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Then Lode angle 0 can be normalized by:
- = 6e 2 fr\ 3
= 1--= 1--arc cos h
71 71 Uff
where r is the third invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor,
r = (S - S: S)1 = [2det([S])] -0 -[m2 - m)G3 -
[S] is the deviatoric stress tensor given by:
[S] = [a] + p[1]
(4)
(5)
(6)
and the range of 8 is -1<6<1.
In Eq. 6, [I] is the identity tensor, [a] is the stress tensor and ai, a2 and G3 are the principal
stresses. Also p is the first invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor given by:
1 1
p = -a = -tr([M) =- (1 + O2 + '3) (7)
It should be noted that parameter p is positive in compression, while am is positive in tension.
In the field of the O&G industry a strain-based is commonly used. Thus, a plasticity model is
needed to transform the stress-based failure criterion into a strain-based failure criterion. Such a
plasticity model that combines the power hardening rule with the Lode angle dependence was
suggested by Bai (Bai & Wierzbicki, 2010) and is given in Eq. 8 below.
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AO [C3 + - L(1 - C3 ) (sec -1n (8)
From Eq. 1 and 8 above, by eliminating the second invariant of the stress tensor J, the MIT's
fracture criterion is derived and given by:
Er(rl,) =f[C 3 + 2 (1 - C3)(sec( - 11 cos ( + C1 + (9)
where £f is the equivalent strain to fracture. The material constants C1 , C2 and C3 are the three
fracture parameters that are determined through the calibration procedure, while the plasticity
parameters A and n are the strength coefficient and the exponent of the power law hardening rule
respectively. The first two fracture parameters C1 and C2 are the friction coefficient and the
shear resistance respectively and they appear in the original Mohr-Coulomb criterion expressed
by:
max(T + C1 a) = C2 (10)
where the shear r and normal a, stresses, which can be written in terms of unit normal vectors
v1 , V2 and V3, as:
T = V/v12v22(a1 - a 2)2 + v 2 2v 3 2 (a2 - -3)2 + v32 v,2 (a3 - U1) 2 (11)
Un = 12 2 a1 + v 2 2 2 + v 3 2 3 (12)
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The physical meaning of Eq. 10 is that fracture occurs when the maximum shear stress modified
by the normal stress acting on the fracture surface reaches a critical value. The third constant C3
is introduced when transforming the equivalent stress into equivalent strain and it is responsible
for the shape of the yield function around the point of fracture in a similar way as a non-
quadratic yield function. A graphical representation of the Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC)
fracture model is shown in Figure 9. In this 3-D plot the vertical axis is the equivalent strain to
fracture Ey, while the stress triaxiality r and the normalized Lode angle parameter 9 are in the
horizontal plane. The plasticity theory is valid under the assumption that the material is
homogeneous and described by isotropic hardening. It was found by Bai and Wierzbicki (Bai &
Wierzbicki, 2008) (Bai & Wierzbicki, 2010) that the MMC fracture locus predicts almost exactly
the exponential decay of the material ductility with stress triaxiality. Furthermore, the MMC
failure model predicts a form of Lode angle dependence, which is close to parabolic and gives
the orientation of the material's fracture surface.
2
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Figure 9. 3D fracture locus of the equivalent strain to fracture
as a function of stress triaxiality and Lode angle (Li & Wierzbicki, 2010)
In Figure 9 the magenta line on the 3D fracture locus corresponds to plain stress state. The
fracture locus represents all possible values of the equivalent strain to fracture reached under
proportional loading. In the case of proportional loading the two stress parameters, r/ and 8 are
constant.
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In the case of non-proportional loading, the concept of damage accumulation rule D(E) is
introduced.
D(E) = fo( (13)
Fracture is assumed to occur at a given material point when the damage indicator, D defined by
Eq. 13 reaches unity. The meaning of the normalizing function f in the denominator of Eq. 13
can be understood by considering a class of loading paths in which the stress state parameters
(11, 0) are held constant. In the later case the integration is given by:
D(i) = (e
At fracture, D = 1 and Eq. 14 yields:
(T = :f ) = f(rqm )
(14)
(15)
where f (r/, 0) is now the right-hand side of Eq. 9. The above derivation gives a simple
interpretation of the fracture locus shown in Figure 9, representing all possible values of
equivalent strain to fracture reached under proportional loading.
In case of plane stress, according to Wierzbicki and Xue (Wierzbicki & Xue, 2005), stress
triaxiality f and normalized Lode angle parameter 0 are related by (Li, et al., 2010):
- r(2 -D = sin (2) (16)
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By combining Eq. 9 and 16, the 2D plane stress MMC is derived and given by (Li, et al., 2010):
1
(17)
where fl, f 2 and f3 are defined as:
= cos 1 arc sin 
- r (r72 1)]
fi = sin {arc sin - 27 (1722
f3 = C3 + (1 - C3 1)
(18)
(19)
(20)
For TRIP 690 grade steel, the fracture locus on the plane of stress triaxiality 71 and equivalent
strain to fracture zE is illustrated in Figure 10 (Li, et al., 2010). The value of ii= 2/3 corresponds
to the stress state of equi-biaxial tension, 19=1 3
IF=O is the pure shear stress state.
ca -2UtU. :UnI-I1~5cocc
to plain strain, =1/3 to uniaxial tension and
tension
Figure 10. 2D MMC plane stress fracture locus (Li & Wierzbicki, 2010)
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CHAPTER
2
Numerical Analyses Procedures and FE
Simulations using TRIP 690 Grade Steel
2.1 Geometry
The geometry of the drill pipe was taken from the drilling common practices data handbook
(Jean-Paul & Gilles, 2006), which is based on API specs 5D and 7. A 5 1/2" drill pipe of API
applicable to steel grade E with thickness (t) equal to 9.17 mm and nominal diameter (D) equal
to 139.70 mm was used to perform the numerical analysis in Abaqus. The API steel grade E has
the yield strength of 724 MPa, which is close to the material properties of TRIP 690 grade steel.
The plastic and fracture properties of TRIP 690 were extensively studied at ICL. The cross
section of the drill pipe is illustrated in Figure 11.
D
Figure 11. 5 %2" drill pipe
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The drill pipe has diameter to thickness ratio D/t = 15.2. This is typical D/t ratio, since according
to Kyriakides and Corona (Kyriakides & Corona, 2007), with such low values of D/t buckling
initiates at stresses that are above the elastic limit of the material. For the shear blade shapes and
geometries, two models shown in Figures 12 and 13 were found in literature and used as
prototypes.
SUPER SHEAR RAMS
Figure 12. Shear Ram Blades from Cameron
(http://www.scribd.com/doc/45238497/Shear-Ram-Product-Line-Cameron)
Figure 13. Shear Ram Blades from Varco
(http://www.nov.com/Drilling/Drilling_PressureControl/
BlowoutPreventers/NXT-AMBlowoutPreventer.aspx)
From Figures 12 and 13 it can be seen that two angles actually define each design; the cutting
angle (a) that determines the sharpness of the blade and the angle (P) that characterizes the shape
of the cutting edge (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Blade design showing angles a and P
Shear blades were initially designed with sharp edges. However, this resulted to a singularity in
the material solution in cutting the drill pipe. The reason was that the luck of material surface at
the cutting edge of the blade caused the penetration of the blades inside the drill pipe material
without actually cutting the pipe (Figures 15 and 16).
Figure 15. Deficiency of sharp cutting edges
.9
Figure 16. Blade penetrates the pipe without cutting it
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To overcome this deficiency, the rigid contact surfaces were rounded by defining a fillet of 5 mm
radius and the sharp corners were smoothed. As a result, the contact surfaces were 'pushing' the
elements on the pipe, causing element deletion based on the damage accumulation rule given by
Eq. 13. Figures 17 and 18 illustrate the initial and the final design of the shear blades.
Y
Figure 17. Blade with sharp contact surface
V
Figure 18. Blade with smooth contact surface with fillet radius of 5mm
In order to study the effect of blade design to the required cutting force, nine cases involving
three different cutting angles (300, 450, 60') and three shape angles (120', 150*, 1800) were
generated in Abaqus/CAE v.6.10 (Figures 19 and 20).
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Figure 19. Variation in a angle
P=150*1
P= 120*
F V i
Figure 20. Variation in P~ angle
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The nine configurations developed in Abaqus/CAE v.6.10 are presented in Table 1 below.
a=30_p=120 a=30_p=150 a=30_ =180
a=45_p=120 a=45_p=150 a=45_= 180
a=60_p=120 a=60_p=1 50 a=60_p= 180
Table 1. Blade designs
A typical FE drill pipe/blade assembly is depicted in Figure 21.
Figure 21. Typical FE configurations showing V-shape blades
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2.2 FE method
The simulations were performed using Abaqus/Explicit v. 6.10, an explicit dynamic finite
element solver-program. Although Abaqus/Explicit was initially developed to solve high speed
impact events, has proven valuable in solving quasi-static problems (Abaqus, 2010). The
superiority of the explicit method is that it is appropriate for both fast dynamic processes and
nonlinear analyses, since a numerical solution is possible for non linear ordinary differential
equations. In this method central difference time integration is used to calculate field variables at
respective nodal points. By implementing the explicit central-difference operator, dynamic
equilibrium is achieved at the beginning of each time increment, t. In this way, at time t the
accelerations found are used to advance the velocity solution to time t+At/2 and the displacement
solution to time t+At (Abaqus, 2010). The explicit central-difference integration rule, using the
same notation as in the Abaqus Analysis User's Manual (Abaqus, 2010), can be written as:
where the subscript (i) is the time increment explicit analysis and UN is displacement or rotation
degree of freedom. The values of atN and iN ) are assumed t0 be known from the previous
~~~~~~~~il (i!( j)+ Atil+t)ij
time increment. In the explicit dynamic analysis, the inversion of the lumped mass matrix is
required as opposed to the global stiffness matrix in the implicit methods at every timestep
increment and the displacements are calculated as the time proceeds. The explicit central-
difference operator satisfies the dynamic equilibrium equations at the beginning of each timestep
increment, while the equation of motion is evaluated at the previous time step. Thus, from the
equation of motion, the accelerations at the beginning of a time increment are calculated by
(Abaqus, 2010):
0) = (MNJ)-1(pl 
_ (23)
where MNJ is the mass matrix, P1 is the applied load vector and I is the internal force vector.
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2.3 Element selection and mesh size
The drill pipe with a D/t ratio of 15.2 was considered to be relatively thick. Thus, shell elements
without out-of-plane degrees of freedom are too stiff compared to the actual material elements
and produce unrealistically high cutting forces. For this reason 3D solid elements were
implemented throughout the simulations.
For computer efficiency the drill pipe was divided in three sections and different mesh size was
assigned to each part. Tie constraints (surface to surface) were used to connect the adjacent parts
together. The outer parts (numbered 1 & 3 in Figure 22) were assigned by the same coarse mesh
with three elements through the thickness and reduced integration (C3D8R brick elements). In
the middle part (numbered 2 in Figure 22) near the cutting location where fracture occurs, a very
fine mesh was utilized with eight elements through the thickness and full integration (C3D8).
1
2Fine mesh with/8 elements through
thickness
3
rCoarse mesh with
3 elements through
thickness
Figure 22. Drill pipe divided in three parts with different mesh size
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Fully integrated linear hexahedral elements (C3D8) use two integration points in each co-
ordinate system. In general shear locking occurs in first-order fully integrated elements like
C3D8 that are subjected to bending. In this case the numerical formulation of the elements gives
rise to parasitic stresses that do not show up in the analytical solution of the certain problem. The
result is that the generated parasitic internal energy leads to additional artificial stiffness, making
the elements to be overly stiff in bending simulations and modal analysis. On the other hand
reduced integration makes elements too soft (hourglassing) and they distort in such a way that
the strains calculated at the integration point are all zero. This in turn, leads to uncontrolled
distortion of the mesh (Abaqus, 2010). In order to proceed and decide on the choice of an
appropriate integration method a brief study was conducted based on the effectiveness of the
each integration technique. Using the same blade design and boundary conditions, three shear
cutting simulations with a 5 1/2" drill pipe were performed. The results showed that the use of
reduced integration with hourglass control set default in Abaqus/Explicit, made the elements
softer and led to larger displacements without changes in strain energy. The elements behaved
like rigid body modes and due to contact between the elements, as can be seen in Figure 23,
stiffness increased and high cutting forces were calculated. The same behavior with even higher
force was observed when using reduced integration with hourglass control set enhanced. Figures
23 to 25 show the cross section of the drill pipe at the time increment where the maximum force
was observed.
art
Figure 23. Reduced Integration & Hourglass control = Use Default
RF1.a=1.888 IMNI
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Figure 24. Reduced Integration + Hourglass control = Enhanced
RFI.ma,=2,174 [MN]
However, by using full integration, the contact problems between the elements did not occur and
the simulation led to more realistic results regarding the maximum required cutting force
(Figure 25).
.4,576400' -
-2.. ' .OS
-1.95.O4
Mod. *2.179..0I
Figure 25. Full Integration. RF1max=1.179 IMNI
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Mesh convergence (sensitivity) study was then performed for the middle part of the drill pipe to
investigate the optimal number of brick elements through the thickness. Six different meshes
were evaluated and consisted of three, four, five, seven, eight and nine elements through the
thickness. The same blade design with cutting angles a=45" and P=180" was used in all six
simulations.
Figure 26 shows the cross section of the middle part meshed with eight elements through the
thickness.
Figure 26. 5 %" drill pipe cross section meshed with eight elements through the thickness
The peak force was found to be the most sensitive to the element size, while the rest of the load-
displacement histories were almost identical in all cases. The maximum shear forces along with
the required CPU time (using the same hardware tool) are given in Table 2. The results indicated
a satisfactory convergence for very fine mesh based on the ultimate load. However, since the
peak force difference between the mesh configuration with eight elements through the thickness
and the one with nine elements was considered to be insignificant, while the CPU time for these
two cases was remarkable, it was decided to perform all simulations with eight elements through
the thickness. Force displacement curves for different number of elements through the thickness
can be seen in Figure 27.
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Conv. Elements thru No. of Elements RF1_max CPU time
Study thickness
[MN] [sec]
1 3 34068 2.190 6489
2 4 45424 2.125 10890
3 5 56780 2.013 16702
4 7 79492 1.982 36009
5 8 90848 1.852 49210
6 9 102204 1.849 54998
Table 2. Convergence study results regarding the middle part of the drill pipe
Convergence Study (a=45_P=180)
-- 3_Elements
- -4_Elements
- 5 Elements
-..... 7Elements
- 8_Elements
- - 9_Elements
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Shear Ram Displacement [mm]
Figure 27. Load displacement history for each mesh configuration
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2.4 Material properties used in FEM
In order to achieve efficient shearing of the drill pipe, the cutting edge of the blades should have
high mechanical strength, adequate stress corrosion resistance and low temperature properties.
This is important since in a sour environment such as seawater, where metallic materials suffer
mostly from Sulfide Stress Cracking (SSC) due to general corrosion and hydrogen embrittlement
caused by H2 S (Canal, 1989). So the shear blades must be H2S resistant per NACE MR-01-75
when exposed to fluids containing H2S as the wellbore fluids and usually iron based higher
performance alloys (ay > 600 MPa) are used to manufacture them. For this reason the shear
blades in the FE simulations were modeled as infinitely stiff objects (rigid bodies).
For the material properties of the drill pipe, ThyssenKrupp TRIP 690 was utilized during the
initial FE simulations. TRIP 690 belongs to the category of the Advanced High Strength Steels
(AHHS), grade RA-K 40/70, standard HCT690T. It is a cold rolled Retained Austenite Steel
(TRIP steel) and it has a minimum ultimate tensile stress (UTS) of 690 MPa. Plasticity and
fracture characterizations of TRIP 690 were conducted in ICL and are available and published in
the open literature (Li & Wierzbicki, 2010) (Li, et al., 2010). As mentions earlier, the mechanical
properties of TRIP 690 grade steel are similar to those of API grade E75 (Jean-Paul & Gilles,
2006).
1000-
00
00
0A0' - Experimental data
- 0- .........--- Power law fit
400 n 1 --- Energy equivalent
flow stress Go
200 r 
+Enryeuvlt
0 0. 2
True strain
Figure 28. Power law fitting of the isotropic strain hardening behavior for TRIP 690
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Assuming the power hardening law:
3 = A -En(24)
the plasticity parameters of TRIP 690 grade steel were found to be: A = 1276 MPa and
n = 0.2655, where 3 and T are respectively, the von Mises equivalent stress and equivalent
plastic strain. It was also found that TRIP 690 has a negligible amount of anisotropy. Therefore,
a standard J2 plasticity theory was used in numerical calculations.
In order to calibrate fracture properties of TRIP 690, three different types of tests were
performed. Equivalent strain to fracture was measured in each case the using Digital Image
Correlation (DIC) technique. The calibrated fracture parameters are given in Table 3, where it
can be seen that the results of the fracture calibration based on the measured fracture parameters
are in very good correlation, since R2 = 98%, see also Figure 9. The procedure in finding the
fracture parameters is explained in Chapter 3.
C1 C2  C3  R 2
0.12 720 MPa 1.095 98%
Table 3. Fracture parameters for TRIP 690 grade steel
Finally in order to accurately represent the material behavior in Abaqus/Explicit, a user-defined
vectorized material subroutine for solid elements developed in ICL was used (VUMAT).
VUMAT is a subroutine written with a vector interface. This means that block of data, such as
stresses and strains are passed to the subroutine for nblock material points. In each time step the
subroutine calculates new stress components and updates state variables such as the effective
plastic strain and the damage indicator (Abaqus, 2010). The subroutine written in FORTRAN for
TRIP 690 grade steel can be found in Appendix A.
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2.5 Loading and boundary conditions
Every component in a subsea BOP assembly is hydraulically operated using electro-hydraulic
control systems. Subsea accumulators are used, in order to provide fluid storage for the shear
ram function. For high pressure the cutting process should be completed within 45 seconds at full
working pressure. In the present numerical simulations displacement control of the blade
movement is introduced. The corresponding cutting force increases, goes over the peak and
quickly drops to a certain level until the shearing process is completed. Considering the time
scale of the process, the problem can be treated as quasi-static with a suitable mass scaling.
In the cutting process initially contact develops between the drill pipe and the blades. Later on
there's an internal contact between the opposite sides of the pipe. In the present simulations the
general contact option was used to perform the contact simulations and calculate the contact
pressures generated.
2.6 Cutting process
The cutting process can be divided in four phases; shearing initiation, pipe crushing,
development of the peak force followed by a sudden drop, and separation of two parts of the pipe
(see Figure 29).
PISTON RAM DRILL PIPE HYDRAULIC FLUID SHEARED DRILL PIPE
0 Pistons push the ram toward 0 Offset blades on the ram cut 0 The pipe breaks and
the pipe. the pipe. collapses.
Figure 29. How the Ram cuts the drill pipe
(www.nytimes.com)
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Figure 30 depicts the four phases as part of the load displacement history, showing the cross
section and the middle part of the drill pipe for each phase. In this illustrative example, blades
with angles a=450 and b=1800 were utilized. Initially, there is a symmetric indentation of the drill
pipe by the opposite shear blades (Wierzbicki & Suh, 1988). Then, the drill pipe continues to be
pinched until complete flattening occurs, the fracture process initiates and the cutting force
reaches a peak value. Finally, the pipe breaks and the two parts are moving apart. During the
cutting phase there is practically no more bending and in-plane membrane deformation for the
drill pipe. Plain stress is essentially observed during the initial lateral crushing of the tube, while
plain strain develops at the final cutting process. Thus, there is a considerable re-distribution of
stresses and the history effect is accounted for by Eq. 13.
Force-Displacement(a=45J=180)
2.50
2.00
IL
1.50
k1.00
0.50 1
0.00
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Shear Ram Displacement [mm]
Figure 30. Propagation of shearing process
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2.7 Parametric study
In order to illustrate the present fracture methodology for choosing an optimum geometrical
shape of the cutting blades, FE models of the blades with three different values of angles a and p
were developed, as depicted in Table 1. This gave rise to nine different cases summarized in
Table 4. Table 4 provides the magnitudes of the peak forces in MN. The outputs of the numerical
simulations are the global load-displacement curves as well as the final shapes of the deforming
drill pipes. Histories of the reaction cutting forces as a function of the shear ram displacement are
shown in Figure 31. By far the highest force is predicted for the straight blades with P=180' for
all three angles a. In these cases, the effect of the cutting angle a is less pronounced but
noticeable. The smallest force of 1.687 MN corresponds to a=60'. For a=450 , the force increases
to 1.852 MN and rises to 2.197 MN for a=30'. Another observation is that the peak force
corresponding to p=1200 and 1500, is approximately constant for all three cases of cutting
angle a.
Besides the peak force, which is an important design configuration, the parametric study
revealed completely different final shapes of the drill pipe in the middle plane. Most ideally the
blades should leave the cross section on both sides on the antisymmetry plane completely closed
for a successful BOP operation. This has turned out not to be the case, as shown in Figures 32 to
34. In each figure there are six final cut shapes. The left column on each cut section figure
corresponds to the upper part of the sheared drill pipe, while the right column corresponds to the
lower part. One can see that there's some difference in the collapsed cut section of the lower and
upper part (compare right to the left column). The ideal and complete sealing always corresponds
to P=1800 for the cutting angles a=300 and 450. The lower part of the pipe, which is more critical
for the oil spill prevention, is never fully closed at the cutting angle a=60".
It should be pointed out that the shear ram is not supposed to fully seal the well, but rather to cut
the drill pipe in order to remove it. It is the responsibility of the blind rams and the annular-type
blowout preventer to seal the well. Therefore, the magnitude of the cutting force becomes the
most important parameter in optimizing the shear ram device.
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Table 4. Numerical results for TRIP 690 grade steel. RFl max in IMNI
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1200 1500 1800
300 1.053 1.162 2.197
450 1.114 1.080 1.852
600 0.953 0.949 1.687
Force-Displacement (a= 300)
2.50
2.00
40
1.50
E
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0.50
0.00
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Shear Ram Displacement (mm!
Force-Displacement (a= 450)
MO1
-C2.0
1.50
E
1.00
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Force-Displacement (a= 600)
100
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0.50
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-a=60_b-120
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0.00 r
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Figure 31. Load Displacement curves for nine cases of blade geometry defined in Table 4
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--- 30 b=120
-- 30_b-150
-a-30 bISO
- a-45 b-120
- a-45 b-150
-- a 45 b=180
a=30J=120_upper part
ca=30_i=150_upper part a=30_p=150_lower part
cE=30_p=180_upper part a=30_p=180_lower part
Figure 32. TRIP 690_Cutting stage and Cut cross sections of the drill pipe for angle a=300
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a=30_p=120_lower part
a=45_p=120_upper part
a=45_p=150_upper part a=45_p=150_lower part
a=45_p=180_upper part a=45_p=180_lower part
Figure 33. TRIP 690_Cutting stage and Cut cross sections of the drill pipe for angle a=450
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at=45_p=120_lower part
a=60J=120_upper part
a=60J=150_upper part a=60_p=150_lower part
a=60_p=180_upper part c=60J=180_lower part
Figure 34. TRIP 690_Cutting stage and Cut cross sections of the drill pipe for angle a=60"
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ct=60_p=120_lower part
From Figure 35 it can be seen that the final deformed shape of the sheared pipe related to blade
cutting angles a=600 and p=150' (Figure 34), corresponds well with the photograph of an actual
test taken from the Shear Ram Capabilities Study (West Engineering Services, 2004). The
geometry of the shear blades is not clearly stated in the reference.
Figure 35. Final deformed shape of the shear ductile pipe.
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2.8 Cutting through the tool joint
Shear rams typically are not designed to cut through the drill pipe joints (tool joints), which are
the connections between the drill pipes. This is why for safety reasons many BOP's have more
than one pair of shear rams. Since the tool joints connect the ends of the drill pipes together, the
distance between them is constant. Thus, by positioning the pairs of blades one above the other at
a distance of a tool joint length, it is reassured that at least one pair of blades will shear the drill
pipe (Figure 36).
Figure 36. Subsea BOP stack (McCrae, 2003)
Nevertheless, in this study numerical simulations were carried out in order to estimate the
required force to cut through a tool joint, because in some parts of the world the redundant pairs
of shear rams are not required. In this subsection, the results of numerical simulation of cutting
through a joint are compared to the ones of shearing a single drill pipe, using the same type of
blades. The tool joint/drill pipe/shear blade assembly is shown in Figure 37. For example, a tool
joint used in Deepwater Horizon drilling unit is illustrated in Figure 38.
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Figure 37. FE configuration with drill pipe and tool joint
Figure 38. Tool joint used in oil rig (DNV, 2011)
Once more the geometry for the tool joint was taken from the drilling common practices data
handbook (Jean-Paul & Gilles, 2006), in accordance to API specs 5D and 7. The cross sections
for both the drill pipe and the tool joint are shown in Figure 39.
Drill Pipe Pipe Cross Sectional Area= 3,760 mm'
,88.9 mm
Tool Joint Sol MM Cross Sectional Area= 16,721 mm
2(4.5 times larger)
Figure 39. Comparison between cross sectional areas
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The numerical analysis revealed that the peak force in the shearing process with the tool joint
was 5.3 times larger than cutting the bare drill pipe. Also fracture occurs earlier, as illustrated by
the force-displacement curves for both cases (see Figure 40). The shape of the collapsed cut
sections of the tool joint at the end of the cutting process are depicted in Figure 41, showing that
it is feasible to cut through the tool joints by providing the appropriate actuation pressure to the
pistons of the shear rams. Because of the large bending resistance of the thicker cross section, the
section does not completely flatten when fracture process is completed (see Figure 41).
Force-Displacement (a=30_0=150)
6.18
05
,
0
- Tool Joint
- Drill Pipe
1.16
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Shear Ram Displacement [mm]
Figure 40. Plot of load-displacement histories showing the peak forces for the tool joint and the drill pipe
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Figure 41. Upper and lower cross sections of the tool joint
2.9 Combined loading of the drill pipe
In the base line simulation the wellbore pressure as well as the tensile / compressive axial force
was assumed to be zero (West Engineering Services, 2004). Additional simulations were
conducted assuming various combinations of external loading defined in Table 5. Figure 42
shows a drill pipe/blade assembly with the drill pipe under tension and internal pressure, while
Figure 43 illustrates the load displacement histories for various loading conditions. As can be
seen, the loading condition without pressure, tension or compression requires generally higher
shearing force. Also, in case of tension or tension and pressure the final cut occurs at an earlier
stage that the other loading scenarios and has a much lower peak force. Furthermore, adding
internal pressure in addition to tension does not change the resisting curve. The corresponding
load displacement curves are almost identical, indicating that the pressure does not play any
significant role in the cutting process. Finally, for the loading conditions with compression or
compression and pressure, the shearing force drops to zero due to the fact that the axial shear
force is balanced to the applied compressive load and then rises again to reach the peak value
(see the blue line in Figure 43).
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Compression
0
1
1
0
0
RF1_max [MN]
2.197
1.536
1.528
0.768
0.764
Table 5. Maximum required shearing force for various loading conditions
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Figure 42. FE simulation with the drill pipe in tension and internal pressure of 100 psi
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Figure 43. Force-displacement curves for various boundary conditions using the same blade design
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2.10 History of the stress triaxiality and the lode angle along
the crack path
According to the present fracture theory, the damage accumulation given by Eq. 13 depends on
the instantaneous values of the stress triaxiality and Lode angle parameters. Therefore, it is
interesting to study the variation of those two parameters during the entire cutting process. The
stress states in two sets of elements were monitored during the numerical simulation of the
cutting process, as shown in Figures 44 and 47. One set was consisted of four FE elements at the
outer part of the drill pipe, in contact to the shear blades. The other set of four FE elements was
located in the internal part of the drill pipe.
The history of stress triaxiality around the point of fracture initiation was plotted as a function of
equivalent strain in Figures 45 and 48. In the first set of elements damage increases under
negative or zero stress triaxiality, as illustrated in Figure 45. This is because the contact pressure
is dominant compared to other components of the stress tensor.
Figure 44. External element selection
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Figure 45. History of stress triaxiality for the outer elements of the drill pipe
Lode Angle vs. Equivalent Strain
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Figure 46. History of Lode angle for the outer elements of the drill pipe
On the other hand, for the inner part of the drill pipe the history of stress triaxiality is quite
complicated as shown in Figure 48. First, it increases from zero to the magnitude of 0.6 and then
falls to -0.4 in order to rise again to +0.4 before falling finally to zero.
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Figure 47. Internal element selection
Triaxiality vs. Equivalent Strain
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Figure 48. History of stress triaxiality for the inner elements of the drill pipe
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Figure 49. History of Lode angle for the inner elements of the drill pipe
For thin shells the Lode angle parameter is a function of stress triaxiality. However, for thick
pipes modeled by solid elements, the Lode angle parameter varies independently on stress
triaxiality and to a large extent controls the constraints and the crack tip and thus the whole
fracture process. Histories of the Lode angle for several elements on the outer and inner surface
of the drill pipe are depicted in Figures 46 and 49. Again there's a quite substantial variation of
this parameter during the cutting process. This variation was taken into account by the present
computational model. It can be noted that any fracture theory in which this variation is not taken
into account, will lead to incorrect predictions.
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2.11 Analytical solution
Analytical solutions for the first three stages of the pinching and cutting process can be found in
the open literature (Wierzbicki & Suh, 1988) (Wierzbicki & Abramowitz, 1989) (Kofiani, et al.,
2010) (Kofiani, et al., 2011). In particular, the cutting force P as a function of the relative
distance of the blades 6 after full collapse can be predicted from a simple formula:
P = TACR = TJTR(2t - 6) (25)
where r = a is the flow stress of the material in shear, ACR is the remaining cross section area
of the drill pipe and R and t are the radius and thickness of the drill pipe as shown in Figure 50. It
should be noted that ao is the so called Energy Equivalent Flow Stress which is related to the
ultimate strength of the material caut by:
5= Eutfo'" u(E)dE
Assuming the power hardening law:
a = AE' => Uie = AE uit
(26)
(27)
Eq. 26 becomes:
1 Eu n A Ef+ AEt =crult
U ui = O A-9 dE = u ni +
Euit E~ult n1+1 n+ n1
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(28)
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1. Initial drill pipe
2. Flattened drill pipe
Punch
7
Figure 50. Cross section of the drill pipe cut by flat blades
In particular the maximum cutting force corresponds to 8=0. Then, from Eq. 25, Pmax is given by:
Pmax = 7 Rtuo (29)
A similar equation was stated in Shear Ram Capabilities Study
2004) on the basis of the Plastic Distortional Energy Theory.
(West Engineering Services,
Assuming the following input values yo=700 MPa, R=69.85 mm, t=9.17 mm, the predicted
maximum force becomes P=1.627 MN. The above value corresponds well to the peak value of
force P180 = 1.687 MN found in numerical solution for a= 60* and P=180*. However, there is no
simple analytical way to predict the cutting force for other angles defining the geometry of the
cutting blades. This could only be done by means of numerical simulations or large scale tests.
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CHAPTER
3
Fracture and Plasticity Characterization of X70
Grade Steel
3.1 Introduction
Offshore O&G industry uses Advanced High Strength Steel (AHSS) for pipelines and other
tubular components related to exploration, drilling, production and transmission purposes. The
right choice of material is very important for deep-water installations and there is a trade-off for
the grades of steels between strength and ductility. Figure 51 illustrates this engineering issue
using a "banana plot" applicable for the automotive industry, which uses MPa as a measure of
stress. A similar plot is shown in Figure 52 for the O&G industry, indicating ranges of different
offshore steels (Kofiani, et al., 2010). Note that the number after 'X' in Figure 52 denotes the
yield stress in kpsi (kilopounds per square inch).
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Figure 51. Trends in grade steels for the automotive industry
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Figure 52. Trends in grade steels for the O&G industry
Very often the tubular members used in the O&G industry experience complex loading
conditions and ductile fracture becomes a major factor in determining their design and
performance. Thus, it is crucial for the O&G industry to find a criterion that can predict the
ductile fracture based on the history of the equivalent plastic strain - and two invariants of the
stress state; triaxiality (q) and Lode angle (0). This cannot be done alone by physical tests. A
comprehensive numerical analysis is also needed to study the quasi static ductile fracture of the
AHSSs. Based on the ICL's research, the MMC fracture criterion in the space of Tf, i and 0 was
utilized to determine the fracture locus, a three-dimensional (3D) surface, for X70 grade steel
(Bai & Wierzbicki, 2010). Characterization of plasticity and fracture parameters of X70 were
conducted by five different types of tests. The tests were carried out all the way to fracture and
included shear tests of butterfly specimens, equi-biaxial tests of circular disks and tensile tests of:
" dogbone specimens
e notched specimens
e specimens with central hole
* butterfly specimens
The specimens, other than the dogbone specimens, were designed to provide data points for the
fracture locus in a wide range of triaxiality i and Lode angle 0 parameters. In each case,
equivalent strain to fracture was measured using the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique.
Histories of triaxiality and Lode angle parameters were computed using FE results from
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simulations of the corresponding experiments. By utilizing this inverse engineering method the
fracture locus of X70 was determined. Finally, a user subroutine was created for solid elements
in Abaqus/Explicit, in order to accurately introduce the material behavior of X70 to a number of
simulations of interest to the O&G industry. The experimental and analysis of the data were done
together with a colleague of ICL Kirki Kofiani. Some of the data in this Thesis were taken from
the MIT/Shell Internal report (Kofiani, 2011).
3.2 Chemical composition of X70
X70 is an API grade steel that has been commonly used in the O&G industry over the last few
decades. The evolution of the API grades is illustrated in Figure 53.
API grade
X 100- 0.08 C 0.2 Mo TM + Acc.
Nb'Ti Cooling.
0.080 CTM + Acc.
Nb8Ti Cooling.
X 70-
0.12 C TM -
Nb V treatment
X 60-
0.20 C Hot rolled
X 52. and normalized
1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000
Figure 53. Development of High Strength steels (Hillenbrand, et al., 2001)
X70 is a steel that has low carbon composition and it is microalloyed with niobium and
vanadium. Typical metallurgical properties of X70 grade steel found in the literature are shown
in Table 6.
C Mr ca * P Mo Nb+Tt+V AUN CE Pan
0,09 1,72 0,0022 0,001 0,016 0,006 0,12 5,1 0,40 0,19
Table 6. Average values in weight % of chemical parameters of X70 grade steel
(Gomes, et al., 2004)
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3.3 Specimen extraction
The X70 grade steel was provided by Shell Oil Deep Water Novel Development Systems, IR&D.
It was extracted from a 16" OD x 1" wall seamless pipe, used for offshore applications and was
sent in curved segments of the original pipe, as shown in Figure 54.
Figure 54. Different views of X70 grade steel pipe segment
The specimens were then manufactured in the MIT's Central Machine Shop. The detailed
process of specimen manufactured was developed and explained in detail in the MIT/Shell
Internal report (Kofiani, 2011). After extracting rectangular cuboids in the longitudinal axis of
the pipe, relatively thick sheets of metal were machined. From these sheets and based on the
detailed engineering designs that were provided from the ICL, the specimens were produced in
the preferred thicknesses, as depicted in Table 7.
Type of
specimen
Thickness
t [mm]
Typical
Dog-bone
1.50
Small
Dog-bone
0.75
Notched
R6.67
1.50
Central
Hole
2.00
Butterfly
1.50
Disk
1.50
Table 7. Types and thicknesses of X70 grade steel specimens
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3.4 Experimental apparatus
After all specimens were manufactured, the ICL facilities were used to perform a series of multi-
axial tests. The apparatus utilized during the experimental tests are discussed below.
3.4.1 Instron custom made biaxial testing machine
Instron apparatus shown in Figures 55 and 56 is a custom made dual actuator hydraulic system
that utilizes the combined tension and shear technique developed by Mohr and Oswald (Mohr &
Oswald, 2008).
[1] Lower specimen grip
[2] Upper specimen grip
[3] Upper cross-head
[4] Sliding table
[5] Vertical load cells
[6] Horizontal load cell and actuator
4 [7] High resolution digital camera
[8] Spot lights
Figure 55. Instron custom made dual actuator system (Mohr & Oswald, 2008)
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Figure 56. Schematic of Instron custom made mechanical system (Mohr & Oswald, 2008)
According to Mohr and Oswald, by applying a combination of normal and tangential loads to the
boundaries of flat specimens, a multi axial stress state is developed. Each experiment was
conducted by keeping the velocity of the hydraulically operated actuators constant (displacement
control). The load cells were used to monitor the force field and the digital camera in cooperation
with the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) software was utilized to measure the displacements and
strains during the experiments. The accuracy of the tests was preserved by tightening the
specimens with bolts in the grips (Figures 57 and 58) and by using the spacers in order to apply a
uniform load across the boundaries of the specimens. After the specimen was clamped into place,
by switching the device to force control, the applied force at the actuators was adjusted to zero
before commencing the test.
[1] Lower clamping block
f[2] Upper clamping block
2 -+ @ [3] Specimen
4 t [4] Lower floating clamp
t J [5] Lower spacer
-1 [6] Upper spacer
I t 0 [7] Socket cap screws
[8] Upper floating clamp
Figure 57. Instron custom made clamping device (Mohr & Oswald, 2008)
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Figure 58. CAD model and photograph of the lower grip with specimen aligned (Wierzbicki, 2006)
3.4.2 MTS G45 uniaxial testing machine
A 200 KN MTS servo-mechanical load frame, shown in Figure 59 was also utilized to perform
the tensile tests of the dogbone specimens and the punch tests of the circular disk specimens.
Constant crosshead velocity was used to carry out the experiments.
Figure 59. MTS machine with grips (ICL report)
For the tensile tests, wedge grips were used to secure the dogbone specimens to the frame and
the movable piston, while for the punch tests a clamped punch frame was used to secure the
specimen (Figures 60 and 61). The 200 KN load cell was used for measuring force and
displacement.
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Figure 60. Disk specimen secured on the load Figure 61. Experimental setup for punch experiments
frame with digital cameras used for
3D DIC displacement contour plot
3.4.3 Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
Digital Image Correlation was used to measure the displacements and the associated strain fields
of the specimens during the tests. Displacement can also be measured from the load cells of the
load frames (Instron and MTS). However, the DIC method is assumed to be more accurate since
it gives the advantage of positioning the extensometers near the fracture area, allowing for more
precise local strain measurements. The digital cameras were focused on the white surface layer
with the black paint speckles, which were used to provide contrast. Pictures using a digital
camera were taken with frequency of one frame/second while the experiment is underway. The
speckles are actually used as reference points during the tests. By selecting a pair of them on a
straight line and symmetrically with respect to the fracture location using the VIC-2D software,
it was possible to apply a virtual extensometer and track the relative displacements of these
points throughout the experiment (Figure 62). In this way strain data was obtained.
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Figure 62. Extensometer placement on a notched specimen
In all experiments, besides the dogbone specimens, the displacements of the specimen
boundaries up to the initiation of fracture were measured and used as inputs in the numerical
simulations carried out for each specimen for fracture calibration.
3.5 Experimental Procedure and Data Processing
During each experiment force measurements were extracted by the load cells of the machines,
while the displacement was measured by the DIC method. Due to the large deformations and
drastic changes of the cross section of the specimens near the fracture location, there is a
significant difference between the engineering stresses/strains and the true stresses/strains.
Engineering stress is given by:
Ueng = F (30)
where F is the force applied and AO is the initial surface area of the gauge section. The
engineering strain is given by:
Eeng - L (31)
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where AL is the change in length of the extensometer and LO is the initial length of the gage
section. At high levels of strain necking initiates, the cross section area Ao changes and the
concept of the engineering stress is not accurate. Thus, true stresses and strains were used during
the data processing of the experimental results. The relations between the true and engineering
stresses and strains are given in Eq. 32 and 33 below:
at = 0eng(1 + eeng) (32)
Et= In(1 + Eeng) (33)
3.5.1 Dogbone specimens
Dogbone specimens were utilized to carry out tensile tests up to fracture and identify the
plasticity and anisotropy parameters of X70 steel. Plasticity and anisotropy were used according
to the hybrid-approach developed by Mohr (Mohr, et al., 2010) (Dunand & Mohr, 2010a), which
identifies the need of a plasticity model along with an anisotropic quadratic yield surface (Hill,
1948) to perform numerical simulations and calibrate the fracture locus of the material. Dogbone
specimens were not directly used to calibrate the material's fracture locus. This is because due to
significant necking behavior at large strains, the stress state during tensile tests of dogbone
specimens is not constant but changes from uni-axial tension to transverse plane strain.
The geometric characteristics of the dogbone specimens with a gage width of 6mm according to
ASTM Standard Test Methods (E8M-04) for Tension Testing of Metallic Materials are shown in
Figure 63.
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Figure 63. Drawings (front views) of dogbone specimen used for plasticity characterization
3.5.1.1 Determination of Plasticity in the Pre-necking region
The plasticity behavior of X70 up to the point of necking initiation was extracted by uni-axial
tensile tests using dogbone specimens in the longitudinal direction of the pipe (00 orientation).
Figure 64. Initial and fractured dogbone specimen
VIC-2D was utilized to calculate the strain field up to the point of fracture. The displacement to
fracture, using the DIC technique, was found to be 0.9 mm. The true stress strain curve using
experimental data is illustrated in Figure 65.
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Figure 65. True Stress vs. Strain curve for uniaxial tensile test of dogbone in cross rolling direction
From the analysis above and based on the curve in Figure 65 in the elastic region, the Young's
modulus (E) and the Poisson's ratio (v) for X70 grade steel were found to be E=210,000 MPa
and v=0.3.
From experimental data the stress-strain history of the material can be obtained up to the point of
necking. Due to strain localization, the ultimate strength is reached at the onset of necking and
this occurs for low values of plastic strain (sp), defined as:
Ep = Et Ee = Et ~ (34)
where et and Ce are the true and elastic strain respectively, and at is the true stress. For high
plastic strains, the Swift law is utilized to extrapolate the stress strain curve assuming that the
strain hardening continues at the same rate.
The Swift law is defined as:
at = A(Ep + eo)" (35)
where A and n are material parameters and so is the strain at initial yield. The exponent n used in
the Swift law is equal to the true strain where necking takes place. Using the Curve Fitting
Toolbox in Matlab*, the parameters of the Swift hardening law were found and are summarized
in Table 8.
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Table 8. Swift extrapolation law parameters (Kofiani, 2011)
Figure 66 shows the high correlation between the Swift law and the experimental data.
Strain Hardening Curves
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Figure 66. Plasticity experimental data plotted with power law fit curve up to necking
3.5.1.2 Determination of Anisotropy
Anisotropy implies dissimilar properties in different directions. In the case of seamless pipes,
due to change of microstructure of the pipe with respect to the material orientation during the
manufacturing process, the amount of anisotropy can be significant. Thus, uniaxial tensile tests
were carried out up to fracture initiation using dogbone specimens cut in three directions relative
to the orientation of the material; 45", 00 and 900 corresponding to longitudinal direction and
circumferential direction. The difference between the specimens used to study anisotropy and the
dogbone specimens used for the plasticity characterization was that these specimens were
manufactured to be smaller by a scaling ratio of two (Figure 67).
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Figure 67. Dogbone specimens in three principal directions after fracture
The load displacement curves from the uniaxial tensile tests for the dogbone specimens are
depicted in Figure 68.
-- 5 cegrees
15 -90degrees
-0 degrees
1
0 0. 0.4 11.6 0.8 1
Displacement [mm]
Figure 68. Force vs. Displacement for dogbone specimens in rolling, cross rolling and 450 direction (Kofiani,
2011)
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The DIC method was utilized and two digital extensometers were placed in VIC-2D software as
shown in Figure 69, in both the longitudinal and lateral directions to measure the true strains.
Figure 69. Extensometers placed on a dogbone specimen
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The anisotropy of plasticity through the yield surface was evaluated by the Lankford
coefficients, which are defined as:
ra = (36)
ET
where a is the orientation of the specimen with respect to the longitudinal direction of the pipe,
Ew, is the true width strain in the latteral direction and Et is the true transverse strain in the
thickness direction of the specimen. Assuming plastic incompressibility of the material, the strain
in the third direction is given by:
T = -Et - Et (37)
where EL is the true strain in the longitudinal direction.
The Lankford coefficients for X70 grade steel are depicted in Table 9, along with the correlation
factor for each parameter. Anisotropy is evident in X70, since none of the Lankford parameters
are equal to unity.
ro * r45 * r"
0.7706 0.6950 0.8398
R 0.95 0.78 0.97
Table 9. Lankford coefficients (Kofiani, 2011)
Knowing only the 00, 45" and 90* directions, the Lankford coefficients are plotted as a function
of the specimen orientation from 00 to 900, according to Mohr (Mohr, et al., 2010) and can be
seen in Figure 70.
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Figure 70. Lankford coefficients plotted versus orientation
As defined in the Abaqus Analysis User's manual (Abaqus, 2010), Hill's anisotropic plasticity
potential is used in the material properties as a user input. The potential consists of ratios of yield
stress in different directions relative to the reference stress and was used in the FE simulations of
the specimens. The ratios are defined in Eq. 38 to 41 below:
R11 =1 (38)
R22 = (r, (39)
r, (ry +1)
R3 3 = (r,+1) (40)(rx+ry)
R12 3(r+)ry (41)(2r4 s+1)(rx+ry)
where the y-direction corresponds to 90* and the x-direction corresponds to 00. R 13 and R23 are
assumed to be unity (isotropy), since there was no data for out of plane shear. The yield stress
ratios Rij are shown in Table 10 below.
R1 R 2 2  R 33  R 1 2  R 13  R23
1 1.024 0.961 1.077 1 1
Table 10. Stress ratios for X70 grade steel (Kofiani, 2011)
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3.5.2 Specimens with a central hole
Tensile specimens with a central hole were cut in the longitudinal direction of the pipe segment
and were used both for plasticity characterization and construction of the material's fracture
locus. The added value of the specimens with central hole in fracture calibration, is that they
provide almost constant stress triaxiality of i=0.33, which is similar to uniaxial tension before
necking. Thus, by having an almost invariable stress state they can be used to give data points on
the fracture locus. The principal dimensions of the specimen are depicted in Figure 71.
20.00
--- .00
10.00
36.00
15.00
50.00
Figure 71. Drawings (side and front view) of flat tensile specimen with central hole
Specimens with a central hole before and after tensile tests in the Instron custom made biaxial
testing machine are shown in Figure 72.
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Figure 72. Specimens with central hole showing fracture initiation at the center of the hole
3.5.3 Notched tensile specimens
Notched specimens with circular cutouts of radius 6.67 mm were tested to determine fracture
parameters. For the notched specimens, according to Bai (Bai, 2008) the initial triaxiality
measured throughout the experiment is a function of the radius of the cutouts and is given by:
1+2A
3A2 +A+1
where the parameter A is defined as:
A = In [1 + t/(4R)]
(42)
(43)
where R is the radius of the cutout. As the notched radius increases, the stress state approaches
uni-axial tension, while as the radius decreases plain strain is observed along the width of the
specimen. The geometry of the notched tensile specimens can be seen in Figure 73.
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10.50
93.00
1.50
Figure 73. Drawings (side and front view) of notched R6.67 tensile specimen
Tests were performed using the Instron custom made biaxial testing machine (Figure 74).
Figure 74. Original (left) and fractured (right) notched R6.67 tensile specimens
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3.5.4 Butterfly specimens
Butterfly specimens were used in both tensile and shear tests. Normal and tangential loading was
applied in the Instron custom made biaxial testing machine, based on the multi-axial testing
procedure described by Mohr and Oswald (Mohr & Oswald, 2008). A graphic representation
shown in Figure 75 depicts bi-axial loading angle fl to define the type of calibration test. For
f# = 00 the stress state of the test is pure shear, while ft = 90' results in transverse plain strain.
Fv FH
h#21 -Ih"
4, l~rnivi
Figure 75. Graphic view of a butterfly specimen showing the bi-axial angle P (Mohr, et al., 2010)
The specimen's geometry illustrated in Figure 76, allows for fracture initiation in the middle of
the specimen and forbids edge cracking.
'p
0.50
1 .50
60.77
0.0
L 2.00
56.77
78.00
Figure 76. Drawings (side and front view) of butterfly specimens
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Initial and fractured butterfly specimens in tensile and shear tests can be seen in Figures 77 and
78 below.
Figure 77. Butterfly specimens before (left) and after (right) tensile test
Figure 78. Butterfly specimens before (left) and after (middle and right) shear tests
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3.5.5 Disk specimens
To monitor histories of triaxiality and Lode angle under an equi-biaxial state of stress, circular
disk specimens were used for punch tests performed in MTS load frame. The disk specimens
were clamped using bolts and a die. Since friction caused by the contact between the
hemispherical punch and the center part of the disk specimen can affect the accuracy of the
results, three layers of Teflon sheets were placed on the punched area prior to testing (Figure 79).
Figure 79. Disk specimen clamped with Teflon layers below the punch
The geometric characteristics of the disk specimens are shown in Figure 80 below. Figure 81
depicts a disk specimen before and after fracture.
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Figure 80. Drawing (front view) of a disk specimen
Figure 81. Disk specimens before (left) and after (right) punch test
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3.6 Numerical Analysis
FE simulations were performed based on the experimental setup and the data obtained after the
completion of each test in accordance with the hybrid experimental-numerical analysis of
Dunand and Mohr (Dunand & Mohr, 2010a) (Dunand & Mohr, 2010b). The importance of the
FE analysis comes from the fact that fracture initiates inside the specimen and not on its surface.
Accurate numerical simulations are needed to attain data such as triaxiality, third invariant and
equivalent plastic strain and fully characterize the stress state at the point of fracture initiation.
The FE results were considered to be valid once they resulted in the actual experiment load
displacement histories determined experimentally. Then, they were used to calibrate the fracture
locus of the material. The numerical simulations were carried out in Abaqus/Standard 6.10. The
FE models of the specimens were created in Abaqus/CAE which is an interactive pre-processor
used to generate the input files for Abaqus/ Standard or Explicit.
3.6.1 FE method
Abaqus/Standard is a general-purpose FE analysis commercial software that uses implicit FEM
analysis. The FE algorithm solves a system of differential equations implicitly at each solution
increment (Abaqus, 2010) performing Newton-Raphson iterations to enforce equilibrium
(converge) between the internal structure forces and the externally applied loads. In the Implicit
method, the displacement is not a function of time in the equation of motion shown in Eq. 44
(Bathe, 2006).
MU +C0+ KU = Ri (44)
M, C and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the structure, U lists the nodal point
accelerations, U is the vector of the nodal point velocities, U is the nodal point displacement
vector and Ri is the load vector. Since the displacement is constant, accelerations and velocities
turn out to be zero and inversion of the stiffness matrix (K) is necessary. The computational time
will most likely increase since in each Newton-Raphson iteration the stiffness matrix (K) must be
updated.
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3.6.2 Material data
Plasticity parameters and anisotropic ratios Rij along with the Modulus of Elasticity (E) and
Poisson's ratio (v) found by dogbone specimens in Chapter 3.5.1, were input in the material
properties of the FE models. Plasticity was entered in a tabular form taking data points from the
stress strain curve up to necking. After necking extrapolated stress strain data were used.
3.6.3 Geometries and meshes
Simulations in Abaqus/Standard were carried out by creating the specimen models to have the
same boundaries with the extensometers placed in the DIC method. For the five specimens used
in the calibration of the fracture locus, the displacements to fracture initiation (utct) were
measured from the physical experiments as can be seen in Table 11. These displacements were
used as inputs in boundary conditions of the numerical models. The butterfly in tension test and
FE simulation was used to confirm the accuracy of the calibrated 3D fracture locus.
Specimen Notched Central Butterfly Butterfly Tension Disk
Type Shear
Ufraet {mm 0.86 1.3 3.1 0.4 17.7
Table 11. Displacements measured at fracture initiation for X70 grade steel (Kofiani, 2011)
For computational time efficiency and due to the fact that there are three planes of symmetry, for
the notched and central hole specimens 1/8* of the physical specimens used in the lab tests were
modeled. Thus, symmetry boundary conditions were utilized in the FE codes and half of the
displacements to fracture measured in the lab tests were prescribed to the upper bounds of the FE
models. Clamped boundary conditions were prescribed at the bottom bounds of the FE models.
Figures 82 and 84 illustrate the parts of the original specimen used in FE analysis, while Figures
83 and 85 show the models created in Abaqus/CAE.
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Figure 82. Part of the notched specimen used in FEA
(orange frame)
Y
Figure 84. Part of the central hole specimen used in
FEA (orange frame)
Figure 83. 1/8th notched specimen modeled in
Abaqus
Figure 85. 1/8th central hole specimen modeled in
Abaqus
Both FE models were meshed using general purpose linear brick C3D8R elements, which are
available in Abaqus element library and can be seen in Figure 86.
Figure 86. Eight node 3D solid element with reduced integration (one integration point)
(http://web.mit.edu/calculixv2.0/CalculiX/ccx_2.0/doc/ccx/nodel5.html)
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A very fine mesh, according to the mesh size effect study done by Dunand and Mohr (Dunand &
Mohr, 201 Oa) (Dunand & Mohr, 2009), was used near areas where fracture occurs. The mesh
densities for both FE models can be seen in Figures 87 and 88 below. In case of notched
specimen, eight 0.09 [mm] elements through thickness were assigned in the fine mesh region,
while for central hole specimen, six 0.16 [mm] elements through thickness were utilized.
Figure 87. FE mesh used for notched specimen Figure 88. FE mesh used for flat tensile central hole
specimen
In the case of tension and shear butterfly FE simulations, the entire specimen was modeled in
Abaqus/CAE, as can be seen in Figure 89. Displacement boundary conditions were assigned to
the upper edge of the specimens; vertical displacement to simulate the tensile tests and lateral for
shear tests. Clamped boundary conditions were prescribed at the bottom edge of the FE models.
Figure 89. Butterfly specimen modeled in Abaqus/CAE
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For the circular disk specimens, due to symmetries in x and y directions, 1/4th of the actual
specimen was modeled as illustrated in Figure 90. Symmetry boundary conditions were
prescribed to the edges of symmetry of the quarter model, while the outer edge of the circular
disk was fully clamped. The punch of the MTS machine was modeled as a rigid body. Surface to
surface contact with frictionless interaction properties were used between the punch and the
deformable shell model.
Figure 90. 1/4'h disk specimen modeled in Abaqus
Both butterfly and disk specimen were meshed using three-dimensional shell elements S4R
(Figure 91). The S4R elements are available in the Abaqus element library and are four-node,
doubly curved, shell elements that allow for changes in the thickness as well as finite membrane
strain. Reduced integration with a single integration point at the centre of element was used to
avoid shear and membrane locking and take advantage of the lower computational cost (CPU
time) and storage requirement in comparison to full integration.
-. 4
~E~* 4
Figure 91. S4R general purpose shell elements (Abaqus, 2010)
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The meshed FE models of the Butterfly and Disk specimens are illustrated in Figures 92 and 93.
Figure 92. FE mesh used for butterfly specimens Figure 93. FE mesh used for disk specimens
3.6.4 Numerical analysis results
The first advantage of the numerical simulations was the ability to extend the mechanical
behavior of X70 grade steel to higher strain rates. The aim was to accurately match the force-
displacement curves found in the lab experiments with the FE results of the simulations carried
out in Abaqus/Standard. Thus, the hardening behavior of the material had to be adjusted in the
FE models. It was found that the number of data points of the material's stress/strain curve used
in the material properties in the FE model, affected the outcomes of the simulations. For this
reason, in the post-necking regime an iterative process was used to adjust the stress/strain curve,
in order to capture the plastic behavior of the material after necking and up to fracture. After
each iteration increments based on the extrapolated power law, were added to extend the
hardening curve after necking. Using tensile flat notched and specimens with central hole, FE
simulations were performed in order to obtain a load displacement curve resembling as much as
possible the curve found by the experimental data. The final stress/strain curve used in the FE
simulations is depicted in Figure 94, showing the materials mechanical behavior starting from
the onset of plasticity (cy = 0, ay). Figure 95 illustrates the good match between the load
displacement curves of the FE simulations and the experimental data, in case of R6.67 notched
specimen.
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Figure 94. Plasticity data used for the FE simulations
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Figure 95. Comparison of load displacement histories between experimental data and FE simulation
for the notched specimen
Once the hardening behavior of X70 was finalized, numerical simulations were performed using
the updated plasticity parameters to observe the history of the stress state up to fracture. The
Abaqus/Standard Visualization module was used to interpret the results from the FE analysis.
Contour plots showing Von Mises stress for each specimen are illustrated in Figures 96 to 100.
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Figure 97. Central hole specimen during FE analysis
Figure 98. Tensile butterfly specimen during FE
analysis
Figure 99. Shear butterfly specimen during FE
analysis
Figure 100. Disk specimen during FE analysis
Assuming that the element with the highest equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) is associated with
the location where fracture occurs, histories of triaxiality (fl), Lode angle parameter (0) and
equivalent strain to fracture (if) were calculated. It was found that for the notched and central
hole specimens, the elements with the highest equivalent plastic strains were almost at the
middle of bottom right regime of the FE models. For the quarter disk and the butterfly in tension
specimens this point was in the middle of the specimen, while for the butterfly shear model
maximum equivalent strain was observed near the vertical free edges. The variation of the stress
state during the evolution of each FE simulation can be seen in Figures 101 and 102 below.
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Figure 96. Notched specimen during FE analysis
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Figure 101. Strain-Triaxiality histories obtained through the numerical simulations
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Figure 102. Strain-Lode angle histories obtained through the numerical simulations
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3.6.5 Fracture Locus calibration
To determine the parameters C1, C2 and C3 of the MMC criterion and predict fracture using the
damage accumulation rule, the histories of the stress states were considered. It was found from
the experiments and the numerical analyses that both histories of stress triaxiality and Lode angle
parameter were almost constant up to fracture. To calibrate and plot the fracture locus of X70,
three Matlab files developed by the ICL at MIT were utilized. The method is called 'direct'
calibration for the 3D stress state. The first two codes, named 'objfun_3D.m' and
'optimizationMMC_3D.m' were used to calibrate the fracture locus and can be found in
Appendices C and D.
In the 'direct' method, the calibration procedure starts with the user inputting in a tabular form
the experimental data points for triaxiality (,q), Lode angle parameter (0) and equivalent strain to
fracture(-f) found for each test, along with the power law hardening parameters A and n. The
output from the 'objfun_3D.m' file is a constrained minimization objective function
(f=objfun(X)), which is used in 'optimizationMMC_3D.m' to perform the calibration of the
fracture locus. The 'optimizationMMC_3D.m' Matlab code uses the 'fmincon' algorithm to
minimize the nonlinear multivariable 'f=objfun(X)' function and find the best fit for the fracture
parameters, starting by an initial estimate for C1, C2 and C3. The method of least squares is used
to find the minimum distance between fracture calculated from the FE simulations and unity,
according to damage accumulation rule, for each experiment (see Eq. 45).
[C1, C2, C3] = argminc1 ,cc3= 1 (1 - D if)) (45)
where N is the number of experiments.
Thus, it is very crucial to define initial values in the Matlab code for the MMC C1, C2 , C3
parameters based on materials with similar hardening behavior. Upper and lower bounds for C1,
C2 and C3 are also specified by the user in this Matlab code and their distances from the specified
initial values affect the accuracy of the code's result. After running the
'optimizationMMC_3D.m' Matlab code, the MMC parameters are displayed in Matlab's
command window along with a correlation factor showing the accuracy of the results. Finally, to
plot the calibrated fracture locus, the 'MMC_surfaceplot_3D.m' is used. In this Matlab code,
presented in Appendix E, after inputting the data points and the hardening parameters used in
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'objfun_3D.m' along with the fracture parameters found by the 'optimizationMMC_3D.m'
program, the calibrated 3D MMC fracture locus is plotted.
The 3D fracture locus for X70 grade steel with respect to equivalent strain to fracture (Tf), stress
triaxiality (i-) and Lode angle (0) parameter is illustrated in Figure 103. It can be seen that there
is a significant influence to the equivalent plastic strain from both stress triaxiality and Lode
angle. The fracture and power law hardening parameters for X70 are shown in Table 12.
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Figure 103. 3D fracture locus of X70 grade steel
A [MPa] 844.6
n 0.0984
_ _, 0.005
C1  0.0398
C2  440.0143 R 2=98.7%
C3 0.9806
Table 12. Plasticity and Fracture data for X70 grade steel
From Table 12 it can be seen, by using least squares fitting described above, the measured
fracture parameters C1, C2 and C3 have a high correlation coefficient of 98.7%.
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CHAPTER
4
Numerical Analyses Procedures and FE
Simulations using X70 Grade Steel
4.1 FE Simulations using X70 Grade Steel
The same blades-drill pipe configuration as well as loading and boundary conditions used in the
TRIP 690 FE simulations (see Chapter 2), was utilized in order to carry out the numerical
simulations for the X70 grade steel. The plasticity and fracture parameters of X70 found in
Chapter 3 were used in the user-defined subroutine (VUMAT) to input the material behavior of
X70 in Abaqus/Explicit v. 6.10. The subroutine written in FORTRAN for X70 can be found in
Appendix B, while Figure 104 illustrates the hardening behaviors of TRIP 690 and X70 grade
steels.
Strain Hardening Curves
0.1 0.2 03 0.4 0.A
Strain, E
0.6 17 0.8 0.9 1
Figure 104. TRIP 690 and X70 hardening curves used in Abaqus/Explicit
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The magintude of the peak forces in MN for the nine cases studied for X70 grade steel is
depicted in Table 13. The trend that exists between the peak cuting force and the blade angles a
and p for X70 is consistent with what was observed for the TRIP 690 material, as reported in
Chapter 2 (i.e. that the largest peak cutting force is predicted for the blades with f=1800 and that
the peak forces corresponding to shape angles p=120" and 150*, are almost constant for all three
cases of the sharpness angle a).
Table 13. Numerical results for X70. RF1_max in [MNI
Histories of the reaction cutting forces as a function of the shear ram displacements are shown in
Figures 105 to 107.
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Figure 105. X70_Load Displacement histories for a=30*
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a
1200 1500 1800
300 0.901 0.99 1.602
450 0.907 0.857 1.282
600 0.821 0.801 1.066
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Figure 106. X70_Load Displacement histories for a=45*
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Figure 107. X70_Load Displacement histories for a=60"
The final shapes of the drill pipe in the middle plane for X70 grade steel are presented in Figures
108 to 110 below. In this case the ideal and complete sealing corresponds to p=180" for all
cutting angles a (i.e. a=300, 450 and 600), while for TRIP 690 grade steel the cut cross sections of
the drill pipe were fully closed for P=1800 and cutting angles a=30" and 45'.
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Figure 108. X70_Cutting stage and Cut cross sections of the drill pipe for angle a=300
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a=30_p=120_lower part
a=45_p=120_upper part
a=45J=150_upper part a=45J=150_lower part
a=45_p=180_upper part a=45J=180_lower part
Figure 109. X70_Cutting stage and Cut cross sections of the drill pipe for angle a=450
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Figure 110. X70_Cutting stage and Cut cross sections of the drill pipe for angle a=600
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4.2 Comparison of Cutting Forces between TRIP 690 and
X70 Grade Steels
A comparison between the peak forces found in the numerical simulations carried out using
TRIP 690 and X70 grade steels is shown in Table 14.
Table 14. Peak forces calculated using TRIP 690 and X70 grade steels. RF1_max in [MNI
The load-displacement histories for all nine cases for both TRIP 690 and X70 grade steels are
presented in Figures 111 to 119 below. The plots show that the two materials behaved in a very
similar manner up to the displacement that caused the highest cutting force. However, the
simulations for the X70 grade steel always resulted in a lower peak cutting force. The final
observation that can be made from these comparisons is that the final shearing position
(displacement of the shear blade) for the X70 grade steel is at all times smaller than that of the
TRIP 690 material.
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1200 1500 1800
300 TRIP 690 1.053 1.162 2.197
X70 0.901 0.99 1.602
450 TRIP 690 1.114 1.080 1.852
X70 0.907 0.857 1.282
600 TRIP 690 0.953 0.949 1.687
X70 0.821 0.801 1.066
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Figure 111. TRIP 690 and X70 Load-Displacement histories for angles a=300 and p=1200
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Figure 112. TRIP 690 and X70 Load-Displacement histories for angles a=45* and p=1200
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Figure 113. TRIP 690 and X70 Load-Displacement histories for angles a=600 and p=1200
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Figure 114. TRIP 690 and X70 Load-Displacement histories for angles a=30" and P=1500
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Figure 115. TRIP 690 and X70 Load-Displacement histories for angles a=450 and P=15 0 *
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Figure 116. TRIP 690 and X70 Load-Displacement histories for angles a=60" and P=150*
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Figure 117. TRIP 690 and X70 Load-Displacement histories for angles a=30" and P=1800
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Figure 118. TRIP 690 and X70 Load-Displacement histories for angles a=450 and P=180"
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Figure 119. TRIP 690 and X70 Load-Displacement histories for angles a=60" and P=180*
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CHAPTER
5
Analysis and Simulation of a Drill Pipe in
Tension
The importance of the MIT's fracture technology (MMC) is that it can be applied to both
uncracked and cracked bodies and structures. After numerically solving the complex problem of
shear induced deformation in the case of shear blades cutting through the drill pipe, a problem
with an initial imperfection was considered. The objective of this brief study was to emphasize
the necessity of taking into account the variations of stress triaxiality and Lode angle parameters
when modeling ductile fracture.
A 5 M" drill pipe was studied under uniaxial tension with a surface crack at the middle of its
length. The geometrical and material properties for the drill pipe used in the FE analyses were
the same as described in Chapter 2 for TRIP 690 grade steel. Fully integrated linear hexahedral
elements (C3D8) were utilized to mesh the model and a user-defined vectorized material
subroutine for solid elements developed in ICL was implemented (VUMAT) to input the
material behavior in Abaqus/Explicit. The problem was treated as quasi-static and a suitable
mass scaling and displacement control was applied to the outer parts of the drill pipe. The pipe
was partitioned to four sections, as shown in Figure 120 and different mesh sizes were assigned
to each section for improved computational efficiency. The outer sections were partitioned with
three elements through the thickness, while a finer mesh was used in the middle part of the pipe.
In the middle section, near the crack tip, a very fine mesh with ten 1.07x0.917x0.58 [mm] brick
elements through the thickness was utilized (Figure 121), whereas for the sections above and
below it a fine mesh was assigned with eight 6.45x1.146x6 [mm] brick elements through the
thickness.
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thickness
Figure 120. Drill pipe discretized with different mesh sizes
In order to study the effect of surface flaws on a drill pipe under uniaxial tension while utilize the
MMC fracture criterion, two cases were studied; one with a surface imperfection of 32 [mm]
length size over the circumference of the pipe and one with twice that length, as illustrated in
Figures 121 to 123. The average depth for each crack was 1 [mm] (11% of the thickness) and the
perimeter of the drill pipe was 439 [mm]. For both cases, in the FE simulations the
axial/longitudinal displacement was prescribed on sections 1 and 3 shown in Figure 120.
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/Figure 121. Surface imperfection on the middle part (finer mesh region) of the drill pipe
I1
Figure 122. Surface flaw of 32 [mm] on the drill pipe, shown at the beginning of the tensile FE simulation
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Figure 123. Surface flaw of 64 [mm] on the drill pipe, shown at the beginning of the tensile FE simulation
The failure pattern found at a large scale test of a pipe under tension was closely reproduced by
the FE simulations, as can be seen from Figure 124.
Figure 124. Pictures of full scale tensile tests (courtesy of Shell Oil) and FE simulations of fractured drill
pipes under tension
The fracture process of the drill pipe under uniaxial tension consists of the following phases;
global necking, fracture initiation, initial growth and finally slant fracture (see Figure 125 to 128
below).
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Figure 125. Global necking
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Figure 126. Intermediate steps of the fracture process in the finer mesh region of the drill pipe
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7Figure 127. Transition from flat to slant fracture
Figure 128. Slant fracture
The crack propagation up to a full separation for the cases of surface flaws of 32 and 64 [mm]
for different time increments during the FE simulations is presented in Figures 129 and 130
below.
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Figure 129. A history of crack propagation (left) and global deformation (right) for the case of 32 Imm] crack
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Figure 130. A history of crack propagation (left) and global deformation (right) for the case of 64 Imm] crack
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The load displacement histories for the drill pipe with and without imperfections under uniaxial
tension were obtained by numerical simulations and are shown in Figure 132. In the case of a
drill pipe without any flaws, a simple analytical solution can be derived in order to determine the
force displacement curve.
For the analytical solution, the power hardening law is assumed:
a- = A E (46)
The plasticity parameters of TRIP 690, as mentioned in Chapter 2, are: A = 1276 MPa and
n = 0.2655, where o- and E are respectively, the von Mises stress and the plastic strain.
The initial length of the middle part of the drill pipe (section 2 in Figure 120), is 1=1,000 [mm].
The cross section area of the 5 1/2" drill pipe shown in Figure 131, is:
S = i- (R2 - R2) = 7 - (69.852 - 60.682) = 3,760 [mm 2 ] (47)
Figure 131. Cross section of 5 'A" drill pipe
By multiplying both sides of Eq. 46 with the cross section area, S, and taking into account that
the uniform strain before necking, used in the power hardening law, is given by:
E (48)
, where u is the displacement and 1 is the initial length, and that the reaction force F is given by:
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F = a - S
, Eq. 46 becomes (by referring everything to the undeformed geometry):
F =- unin
Using the plasticity parameters for TRIP 690, Eq. 50 becomes:
F = 766,546 -uo.26ss
(49)
(50)
(51)
The graphical representation of the analytical solution found in Eq. 51 using the same
displacements as in the FE simulations can be seen in Figure 132.
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Figure 132. Load-Displacement histories for pipes under tension with and without surface flaws
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Finally, the variations of stress triaxiality and Lode angle parameters were studied through the
numerical analyses in case of surface flaw of 64 [mm]. Elements were selected from the middle
part of the drill pipe, where fracture occurs. Figure 133 depicts the selected elements in the finer
mesh region during the first time increment of the FE simulation conducted in Abaqus/Explicit.
Figure 133. Elements selected to monitor variations of stress triaxiality and Lode angle
The graphical representations of the stress triaxiality 'q and the Lode angle 0 with respect to
equivalent strain c, are given in Figures 134 and 135. From the plot in Figure 134, it can be seen
that the tear process starts with plain stress tension with a value of stress triaxiality 7 = V-/3 =
0.57 and continues with almost constant stress triaxiality 9=0.33 (uniaxial tension). Near the
end of the process triaxiality increases again having a value close to -q = 3/3 = 0.57 and
finally goes to zero. The Lode angle shown in Figure 135 is invariable in most of the fracture
process having a value of 6=1, which corresponds to axisymmetric tension (Bai, 2008).
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Figure 134. Stress triaxiality variation vs. equivalent strain for selected elements
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Figure 135. Lode angle variation vs. equivalent strain for selected elements
It can be concluded that the histories of stress triaxiality and Lode angle are complex and clearly
the loading is not proportional. Under proportional loading, 1l and 0 are constant. The variation of
the stress parameters was taken into account in the present damage accumulation rule, presented
in Eq. 13.
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CHAPTER
6
Conclusions and Further Studies
The present study makes a contribution to the optimal design of a critical element of the Blowout
Preventer (BOP) and analyzes the experimental and numerical procedure to calculate the fracture
and plasticity parameters of X70 grade steel. The application of general purpose Finite Element
(FE) codes for predicting structural failure under shear type loading is now becoming more
frequent in various parts of the Oil and Gas (O&G) industry. Of the many alternative methods,
the procedure of analyzing ductile fracture using the concept of damage indicator in conjunction
with a technique of element deletion has now reached a state of maturity. It is shown that the
Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) fracture criterion along with a carefully performed plasticity
and fracture calibration provides accurate results in a wide range of stress parameters defining
conditions for fracture initiation as well as the amount of constraints at the tip of the propagating
crack.
A distinguishing feature of the present method is that it is applicable to uncracked bodies such as
a drill pipe. An overview of the underlining theory was given and all assumptions related to the
material and structural modeling were discussed. After numerically solving the simplest problem
of cutting the pipe with straight blades, a number of important issues pertinent to the design of
the BOP were addressed:
e Optimization of the blade geometry
e Cutting through drill pipe joints
e Combined loading by shear, tension/compression and internal pressure on the drill pipe
In each case the relation between the blade shearing force as function of relative displacement of
the shear ram and the time varying shape of the collapsing and fractured cross section were
calculated. Unfortunately, experimental results from small and/or full scale cutting tests on pipes
are not available in the published literature for different grades of steels. Future work should
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include the comparison of these FE results with experimental data when they become publicly
available.
Finally, the applicability of MIT's fracture technology (MMC) is proven to give realistic results
to two practical problems that cannot be solved through the current fracture methodologies.
Failure can be predicted for non-monotonic and non-proportional loading and cases with large
variations in loading histories can also be studied. Thus, the method can be used to analyze shell
and thick walled steel structures in other engineering fields, such as, the civil engineering and the
aerospace industry, allowing challenging problems to be addressed early in the design stage and
reducing the risk of failure later on.
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Appendix A: Abaqus user subroutines (VUMAT):
FORTRAN code for TRIP 690 Grade Steel
C ABAQUS/EXPLICIT USER MATERIAL FOR
C
C RATE-INDEPENDENT, 3D Hill 48 ISOTROPIC PLASTICITY
C WITH Morh-Coulomb Fracture Criterion
C
FOR 3D ELEMENTS
ABAQUS VERSION: 6.10-1
Author of the original version: Meng LuoICL
Date: Aug 30, 2011
C USER DEFINED STATE VARIABLES
C
SDV(1) ...
SDV(2) ...
SDV(3) ...
SDV(4) ...
SDV(5) ...
SDV(6) ...
SDV(7) ...
SDV(8) ...
SDV(9) ...
SDV(10) ...
SDV(11) ...
SDV(12) ...
SDV(13) ...
SDV(14) ...
SDV(15) ...
equivalent plastic strain
damage accumulation
element deletion flag (0=deleted,1=active)
current MC fracture strain
plastic strain in 0-dir
plastic strain in 90-dir
plastic strain 33 through thickness
plastic shear strain in 12-dir (1-rolling, 2-transverse)
plastic shear strain in 23-dir
plastic shear strain in 31-dir
def. resistance (yielding stress)
hydrostatic stress(mean stress)
Mises stress
stress triaxiality
lode angle parameter(theta bar)
note: strainInc(4,5,6) corresponds to the mathematical shear strain
while SDV(8,9,10)corrsponds to twice the math. shear strain
subroutine vumat(
C Read only -Inblock, ndir, nshr, nstatev, nfieldv, nprops, lanneal,
stepTime, totalTime, dt, cmname, coordMp, charLength,
props, density, strainInc, relSpinInc,
tempOld, stretchOld, defgradOld, fieldOld,
stressOld, stateOld, enerInternOld, enerInelasOld,
tempNew, stretchNew, defgradNew, fieldNew,
C Write only -
stressNew, stateNew, enerInternNew, enerInelasNew
C
include 'vaba_param.inc'
C
C VARIABLE DEFINITION
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
dimension props(nprops), density(nblock),
coordMp(*),
charLength(*), strainInc(nblock, ndir+nshr),
relSpinInc(*), tempOld(*),
stretchOld(*), defgradOld(nblock,ndir+2*nshr),
fieldOld(*), stressOld(nblock,ndir+nshr),
stateOld(nblock,nstatev), enerInternOld(nblock),
enerInelasOld(nblock), tempNew(*),
stretchNew(nblock,ndir+2*nshr),
defgradNew(nblock,ndir+2*nshr),
fieldNew(*),
stressNew(nblock,ndir+nshr),
stateNew(nblock,nstatev),
enerInternNew(nblock), enerInelasNew(nblock)
C
character*80 cmname
Double Precision nue, E, Cxy, Cnn, Css, sigl,sig2,sig3,
sig4,sig5,sig6,f, dfsl, dfs2, dfs3, dfs4,misesqr,
dfs5,dfs6,FF,GG,HH,NN,epi,ep2,ep3,gamp1,gamp2,gamp3,
gampti,gampt2,gampt3,eptl,ept2,ept3,eO,
dflam,lam,eqmises,dD,dsllam,ds2lam,ds3lam,ds4lam,
peeq, peeqt, dpeeq, ds51am,ds6lam,temp4,mexp,
sl, s, st, H1, table(2,36),A,N,Fra,onethird,
DamageC,xflag,ef,xi,thetab,ThirdI,temp1,temp2,temp3,
Ci,C2,C3,fl,f2,f3,smean,eta,thetap
integer km, i
C
C material parameters
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C Piecewise input of hardening curve [ table(2,*) for plastic strain points,
table(1,*) for corresponding yielding stresses]
table(2,1)=0
table(2,2)=0.002752
table(2,3)=0.012985
table(2,4)=0.023335
table(2,5)=0.033709
table(2,6)=0.044095
table(2,7)=0.056191
table(2,8)=0.06391
table(2,9)=0.071632
table(2,10)=0.079353
table(2,11)=0.087084
table(2,12)=0.094809
table(2,13)=0.102545
table(2,14)=0.110277
table(2,15)=0.118018
table(2,16)=0.125756
table(2,17)=0.133494
table(2,18)=0.141236
table(2,19)=0.148979
table(2,20)=0.156727
table(2,21)=0.164479
table(2,22)=0.172221
table(2,23)=0.179978
table(2,24)=0.187725
table(2,25)=0.19548
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table (2, 26) =0.210995
table(2,27)=0.388816
table(2,28)=0.566825
table(2,29)=0.744934
table(2,30)=0.923106
table(2,31)=1.10132
table(2,32)=1.27956
table(2,33)=1.45783
table(2,34)=1.63612
table(2,35)=1.81442
table(2,36)=1.99274
C
table(1,1)=451.586
table(1,2)=467.31
table(1,3)=515.739
table(1,4)=554.495
table(1,5)=587.008
table(1,6)=615.217
table(1,7)=644.113
table(1,8)=660.829
table(1,9)=676.457
table(1,10)=691.143
table(1,11)=705.031
table(1,12)=718.191
table(1,13)=730.734
table(1,14)=742.701
table(1,15)=754.171
table(1,16)=765.173
table(1,17)=775.754
table(1,18)=785.955
table(1,19)=795.804
table(1,20)=805.333
table(1,21)=814.565
table(1,22)=823.504
table(1,23)=832.199
table(1,24)=840.64
table(1,25)=848.86
table(1,26)=864.675
table(1,27)=1006.18
table(1,28)=1107.53
table (1,29) =1188.28
table(1,30)=1256.21
table(1,31)=1315.28
table(1,32)=1367.82
table(1,33)=1415.31
table(1,34)=1458.77
table(1,35)=1498.91
table(1,36)=1536.29
C
C elasticity
E = props(1)
nue = props(2)
C plasticity
A = props(3)
eO = props(4)
N = props(5)
C MMC fracture
C1 = props(6)
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C2 = props(7)
C3 = props(8)
C post failure
xflag = props(9)
mexp= props(10)
C plastic anisotropy
FF = props(11)
GG = props(12)
HH = props(13)
NN = props(14)
LL = props(15)
MM = props(16)
C 3D C matrix
Cxy=E*nue/((1-2*nue)*(l+nue))
Cnn=E*(1-nue)/((1-2*nue)*(l+nue))
Css=E/(2*(l+nue))
C Fracture definition
if ( xflag .eq. 1.) then
DamageC = 1.001
else if (xflag .gt. 1.) then
DamageC = xflag
else
DamageC = 2.
end if
C
C BEGIN(integration point specific)
do 1000 km = 1,nblock
C
C initialize state variables
if(totalTime.le.0.) then
do j=4,10
stateOld(kmj)=0.
end do
stateOld(km, 11) =table (1,1)
stateOld(km,3)=1.
stateOld(km,1)=0.
stateOld(km,2)=0.
stateOld(km,12)=0.
stateOld(km,13)=0.
stateOld(km,14)=0.
end if
if(stateold(km,3).eq.0.) then
statenew(km,3)=0
statenew(km,2)=0
statenew(km,4)=0
statenew(km,12)=0
statenew(km,13)=0
statenew(km,14)=0
goto 1000
end if
peeq = stateOld(km,l)
epl = stateOld(km,5)
ep2 = stateOld(km,6)
ep3 = stateOld(km,7)
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gamp1 = stateOld(km,8)
gamp2 = stateOld(km,9)
gamp3 = stateOld(km,10)
s = stateOld(km,11)
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C calculate trial stress state
sigl=stressOld(km,1) + Cnn*strainInc(km,1)
I + Cxy*(strainInc(km,2)+strainInc(km,3))
sig2=stressOld(km,2) + Cnn*strainInc(km,2)
+ Cxy*(strainInc(kml)+strainInc(km,3))
sig3=stressOld(km,3) + Cnn*strainInc(km,3)
+ Cxy*(strainInc(km,1)+strainInc(km,2))
sig4=stressOld(km,4) + Css*2*strainInc(km,4)
sig5=stressOld(km,5) + Css*2*strainInc(km,5)
sig6=stressOld(km,6) + Css*2*strainInc(km,6)
C
f=sqrt(FF*(sig2-sig3)**2 + GG*(sig3-sigl)**2
+ HH*(sig1-sig2)**2 + 2*NN*sig4**2
+3*sig5**2+3*sig6**2) - s
if (f<l.e-2) then
C elastic step
eptl = epl
ept2 = ep2
ept3 = ep3
gamptl = gampl
gampt2 = gamp2
gampt3 = gamp3
st = s
peeqt = peeq
dpeeq = 0.
else
C plastic step
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C begin return mapping
C initialize iteration variables
lam =0.
dfsl =0.
dfs2 =0.
dfs3 =0.
dfs4 =0.
dfs5 =0.
dfs6 =0.
C
do i=1,100
C calculate plastic strains using associated flow rule and plastic
C multiplier 'lam'
eptl = epl + lam*dfs1
ept2 = ep2 + lam*dfs2
ept3 = ep3 + lam*dfs3
gamptl = gampl + lam*dfs4
gampt2 = gamp2 + lam*dfs5
gampt3 = gamp3 + lam*dfs6
C calculate stresses
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sigl=stressOld(km,l) + Cnn*(strainInc(km,l)-lam*dfsl)
I + Cxy*(strainInc(km,2)-lam*dfs2+strainInc(km,3)-lam*dfs3)
sig2=stressOld(km,2) + Cnn*(strainInc(km,2)-lam*dfs2)
+ Cxy*(strainInc(km,l)-lam*dfs1+strainInc(km,3)-lam*dfs3)
sig3=stressOld(km,3) + Cnn*(strainInc(km,3)-lam*dfs3)
I + Cxy*(strainInc(km,1)-lam*dfsl+strainInc(km,2)-lam*dfs2)
sig4=stressOld(km,4) + Css*(2*strainInc(km,4)-lam*dfs4)
sig5=stressOld(km,5) + Css*(2*strainInc(km,5)-lam*dfs5)
sig6=stressOld(km,6) + Css*(2*strainInc(km,6)-lam*dfs6)
C hardening modulus
dpeeq = lam
peeqt = peeq + dpeeq
call UHARD(peeqt, table, 36, s1, H1)
if((stateOld(km,2).gt.l.).and.(xflag.gt.l.)) then
st=sl*((DamageC-stateOld(km,2))/(DamageC-1.))**mexp
C Hl=Hl*((DamageC-stateOld(km,2))/(DamageC-1.))**0.5
C 1 -sl*0.5*((DamageC-stateOld(km,2))/(DamageC-1.))**(-0.5)
C 2 /(ef*(DamageC-1.))
else
st=sl
end if
C evaluate yield condition
f=sqrt(FF*(sig2-sig3)**2 + GG*(sig3-sigl)**2
+ HH*(sig1-sig2)**2 + 2*NN*sig4**2
+3*sigS**2+3*sig6**2) - st
if (abs(f).lt.l.e-2) goto 12
C calculate partial derivatives of f : dfsl=df/dsig1, dfs2=df/dsig2...
dfs1 = (-GG*(sig3-sigl)+HH*(sig1-sig2))/(f+st)
dfs2 = (FF*(sig2-sig3)-HH*(sigl-sig2))/(f+st)
dfs3 = (-FF*(sig2-sig3)+GG*(sig3-sigl))/(f+st)
dfs4 = 2*NN*sig4/(f+st)
dfs5 = 3*sig5/(f+st)
dfs6 = 3*sig6/(f+st)
C calculate partial derivatives of s : dsllam=dsl/dlam, ds2lam=ds2/dlam..
dsllam=-Cnn*dfs1-Cxy*(dfs2+dfs3)
ds2lam=-Cnn*dfs2-Cxy*(dfsl+dfs3)
ds3lam=-Cnn*dfs3-Cxy*(dfsl+dfs2)
ds41am=-Css*dfs4
ds5lam=-Css*dfs5
ds6lam=-Css*dfs6
C calculate dflam = df/dlam=df/ds * ds/dlam
dflam = - (H1)
+ (dfsl*dsllam+dfs2*ds2lam+dfs3*ds3lam+dfs4*ds4lam
+dfs5*ds5lam+dfs6*ds6lam)
C calculate updated plastic multiplier
lam = lam -f/dflam
C end return mapping
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
end do
12 continue
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end if
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C UPDATE
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C stresses
stressNew(km,l) = sigi
stressNew(km,2) = sig2
stressNew(km,3) = sig3
stressNew(km,4) = sig4
stressNew(km,5) = sig5
stressNew(km,6) = sig6
C other state variables
stateNew(km,l) = peeqt
stateNew(km,5) = ept1
stateNew(km,6) = ept2
stateNew(km,7) = ept3
stateNew(km,8) = gampt1
stateNew(km,9) = gampt2
stateNew(km,10)= gampt3
stateNew(km,ll)= st
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C UPDATE for fracture criteria
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
misesqr=0.5*(sig2-sig3)**2 + 0.5*(sig3-sigl)**2
+ 0.5*(sigl-sig2)**2 + 3*sig4**2
+3*sig5**2+3*sig6**2
if(misesqr.le.0.) then
eqmises=0.001
else
eqmises=sqrt(misesqr)
end if
smean=(sigl+sig2+sig3)/3
templ=(sigl-smean)*((sig2-smean)*(sig3-smean)-sig5**2)
temp2=sig4*(sig4*(sig3-smean)-sig5*sig6)
temp3=sig6*(sig4*sig5-sig6*(sig2-smean))
temp4= (27./2.)*(templ-temp2+temp3)
if(temp4.lt.0) then
ThirdI=-(-temp4)**(1.0/3.0)
else
ThirdI=(temp4)**(1.0/3.0)
end if
if(eqmises.eq.0.) then
eta=l./3.
xi=0
else
eta=smean/eqmises
xi=(ThirdI/eqmises)**3.
end if
if(xi.lt.(-l))then
xi=-1
else if(xi.gt.1.)then
xi=1
end if
thetab=1-2*acos(xi)/3.1415927
stateNew(km,12)=smean
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stateNew(km,13)=eqmises
stateNew (km, 14) =eta
stateNew(km,15)=thetab
stateNew(km,16)=xi
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C--Apply Fracture Criteria
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
if((xflag .ge. 1.).and.(peeqt.gt.0.)) then
if ((stateOld (km,2) .lt. DamageC).and.
(stateOld(km,3).eq.1.)) then
C Mohr-Coulomb fracture criteria
fl = cos(thetab*3.1415927/6)
f2 = sin(thetab*3.1415927/6)
f3 = C3+(sqrt(3.)/(2.-sqrt(3.)))*(l-C3)*(1./fl-1.)
ef =((A/C2)*f3*(fl*sqrt((l+Cl**2)/3.)
+C1*(eta+f2/3.)))**(-1./N)
C Cut-off value of stress triaxiality
if (eta .lt. -1) ef=10000.0
C Fracture locus term
Fra = 1./ef
dD = Fra * dpeeq
stateNew(km,2)= stateOld(km,2) + dD
stateNew(km,4)= ef
end if
C ---------------------------------------------
C Check element deletion and delete damaged element
if ((stateNew(km, 2) .ge. DamageC) .and.
(stateOld(km,3) .eq. 1.)) then
stateNew(km,3) = 0.
stressNew(km,l)= 0.
stressNew(km,2)= 0.
stressNew(km,3)= 0.
stressNew(km,4)= 0.
stressNew(km,5)= 0.
stressNew(km,6)= 0.
end if
C end of fracture coding
end if
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C USER SUBROUTINE CODE ENDS HERE
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
1000 continue
RETURN
END
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine UHARD(eqplasr, table, nvalue, syieldw, hardw)
include 'vaba_param.inc'
C
C variable definition
dimension table(2,nvalue)
Double Precision eqplasO, eqplasl, syield0, syield1, eqplasr, syieldw,
hardw,
table
C
C eqplasr ............. equivalent plastic strain (read only)
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C table ............... array of stress-strain pairs (read only)
C nvalue .............. number of stress-strain pairs (read only)
C syieldw ............. von Mises yield stress (write only)
C hardw ............... slope of yield surface at eqplas (write only)
C
C table(l,l), table(2,1), table(1,2), table(2,2)
C stress_1, eps_1, stress_2, eps_2
C
do kl=1, nvalue-1
eqplasl = table(2,kl+l)
if(egplasr.lt.eqplasl) then
eqplasO = table(2,k1)
syieldO = table(l,k1)
syieldl = table(l,kl+l)
hardw = (syieldl - syieldO) / (eqplasl - eqplasO)
syieldw = syieldO + hardw * (eqplasr - eqplas0)
goto 11
end if
end do
hardw = O.dO
syieldw = table(l,nvalue)
11 continue
return
end
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Appendix B: Abaqus user subroutines (VUMAT):
FORTRAN code for X70 Grade Steel
C ABAQUS/EXPLICIT USER MATERIAL FOR
C
C RATE-INDEPENDENT, 3D Hill 48 ISOTROPIC PLASTICITY
C WITH Morh-Coulomb Fracture Criterion
C
C FOR 3D ELEMENTS
C
ABAQUS VERSION: 6.10-1C
C
C Author of the original version: Meng LuoICL
C Date: Aug 30, 2011
C
C
C USER DEFINED STATE VARIABLES
C
SDV(1) ...
SDV(2) ...
SDV(3) ...
SDV(4) ...
SDV(5) ...
SDV(6) ...
SDV(7) ...
SDV(8) ...
SDV(9) ...
SDV(10) ...
SDV(11) ...
SDV(12) ...
SDV(13) ...
SDV(14) ...
SDV(15) ...
equivalent plastic strain
damage accumulation
element deletion flag (0=deleted,1=active)
current MC fracture strain
plastic strain in 0-dir
plastic strain in 90-dir
plastic strain 33 through thickness
plastic shear strain in 12-dir (1-rolling, 2-transverse)
plastic shear strain in 23-dir
plastic shear strain in 31-dir
def. resistance (yielding stress)
hydrostatic stress(mean stress)
Mises stress
stress triaxiality
lode angle parameter(theta bar)
note: strainInc(4,5,6) corresponds to the mathematical shear strain
while SDV(8,9,10)corrsponds to twice the math. shear strain
-----------------------------------------------------------
subroutine vumat(
Read only -
nblock, ndir, nshr, nstatev, nfieldv, nprops, lanneal,
stepTime, totalTime, dt, cmname, coordMp, charLength,
props, density, strainInc, relSpinInc,
tempOld, stretchOld, defgradOld, fieldOld,
stressOld, stateOld, enerInternOld, enerInelasOld,
tempNew, stretchNew, defgradNew, fieldNew,
Write only -
stressNew, stateNew, enerInternNew, enerInelasNew
include 'vaba_param.inc'
VARIABLE DEFINITION
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
dimension props(nprops), density(nblock),
coordMp(*),
charLength(*), strainInc(nblock, ndir+nshr),
relSpinInc(*), tempOld(*),
stretchOld(*), defgradOld(nblock,ndir+2*nshr),
fieldOld(*), stressOld(nblock,ndir+nshr),
stateOld(nblock,nstatev), enerInternOld(nblock),
enerInelasOld(nblock), tempNew(*),
stretchNew(nblock,ndir+2*nshr),
defgradNew(nblock,ndir+2*nshr),
fieldNew(*),
stressNew(nblock,ndir+nshr),
stateNew(nblock,nstatev),
enerInternNew(nblock), enerInelasNew(nblock)
C
character*80 cmname
Double Precision nue, E, Cxy, Cnn, Css, sigl,sig2,sig3,
sig4,sigS,sig6,f, dfsl, dfs2, dfs3, dfs4,misesqr,
dfsS,dfs6,FF,GG,HH,NN,epl,ep2,ep3,gampl,gamp2,gamp3,
gampt1,gampt2,gampt3,ept1,ept2,ept3,e0,
dflam,lam,eqmises,dD,dsllam,ds2lam,ds3lam,ds4lam,
peeq, peeqt, dpeeq, ds5lam,ds6lam,temp4,mexp,
s1, s, st, H1, table(2,25),A,N,Fra,onethird,
DamageC,xflag,ef,xi,thetab,ThirdI,temp1,temp2,temp3,
Cl,C2,C3,fl,f2,f3,smean,eta,thetap
integer km, i
C
C material parameters
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C Piecewise input of hardening curve [ table(2,*) for plastic strain points,
table(1,*) for corresponding yielding stresses]
table(2,1)=0
table(2,2)=0.010
table (2,3) =0.015
table(2,4)=0.012
table (2,5) =0.023
table(2,6)=0.029
table(2,7)=0.034
table (2,8) =0.038
table(2,9)=0.043
table(2,10)=0.048
table(2,11)=0.053
table(2,12)=0.058
table(2,13)=0.063
table(2,14)=0.068
table (2,15) =0.0728
table(2,16)=0.078
table(2,17)=0.083
table (2, 18) =0.089
table(2,19)=0.095
table (2, 20) =0.10
table(2,21)=0.11
table(2,22)=0.112456
table(2,23)=0.118
table(2,24)=0.3
table(2,25)=0.6
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C
table(1,1)=537.33
table(1,2)=552.42
table(1,3)=565.015
table(1,4)=580.95
table(1,5)=593.97
table(1,6)=603.93
table(1,7)=613.67
table(1,8)=620.78
table(1,9)=626.39
table(1,10)=637.22
table(1,11)=644.566
table(1,12)=647.818
table(1,13)=658.494
table(1,14)=664.096
table(1,15)=665.88
table(1,16)=672.94
table(1,17)=672.064
table(1,18)=678.373
table(1,19)=682.71
table(1,20)=682.22
table(1,21)=690.669
table(1,22)=694.155
table(1,23)=694.347
table(1,24)=750.279
table(1,25)=803.213
C
C elasticity
E = props(l)
nue = props(2)
C plasticity
A = props(3)
eO = props(4)
N = props(5)
C MMC fracture
C1 = props(6)
C2 = props(7)
C3 = props(8)
C post failure
xflag = props(9)
mexp= props(10)
C plastic anisotropy
FF = props(11)
GG = props(12)
HH = props(13)
NN = props(14)
LL = props(15)
MM = props(16)
C 3D C matrix
Cxy=E*nue/((1-2*nue)*(l+nue))
Cnn=E*(1-nue)/((1-2*nue)*(l+nue))
Css=E/(2*(1+nue))
C Fracture definition
if ( xflag .eq. 1.) then
DamageC = 1.001
else if (xflag .gt. 1.) then
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DamageC = xflag
else
DamageC = 2.
end if
C
C BEGIN(integration point specific)
do 1000 km = 1,nblock
C
C initialize state variables
if(totalTime.le.0.) then
do j=4,10
stateOld(kmj)=0.
end do
stateOld(km,11)=table(1,1)
stateOld(km,3)=1.
stateOld(km,1)=0.
stateOld(km,2)=0.
stateOld(km,12)=0.
stateOld(km,13)=0.
stateOld(km,14)=0.
end if
if(stateold(km,3).eq.0.) then
statenew(km,3)=0
statenew(km,2)=0
statenew(km,4) =0
statenew (km, 12) =0
statenew (km, 13) =0
statenew (km, 14) =0
goto 1000
end if
peeq = stateOld(km,1)
epl = stateOld(km,5)
ep2 = stateOld(km,6)
ep3 = stateOld(km,7)
gamp1 = stateOld(km,8)
gamp2 = stateOld(km,9)
gamp3 = stateOld(km,10)
s = stateOld(km,11)
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C calculate trial stress state
sigl=stressOld(km,1) + Cnn*strainInc(km,1)
I + Cxy*(strainInc(km,2)+strainInc(km,3))
sig2=stressOld(km,2) + Cnn*strainInc(km,2)
+ Cxy*(strainInc(km,1)+strainInc(km,3))
sig3=stressOld(km,3) + Cnn*strainInc(km,3)
+ Cxy*(strainInc(km,1)+strainInc(km,2))
sig4=stressOld(km,4) + Css*2*strainInc(km,4)
sig5=stressOld(km,5) + Css*2*strainInc(km,5)
sig6=stressOld(km,6) + Css*2*strainInc(km,6)
C
f=sqrt(FF*(sig2-sig3)**2 + GG*(sig3-sig1)**2
+ HH*(sig1-sig2)**2 + 2*NN*sig4**2
+3*sig5**2+3*sig6**2) - s
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if (f<l.e-2) then
C elastic step
ept1 = ep1
ept2 = ep2
ept3 = ep3
gamptl = gampl
gampt2 = gamp2
gampt3 = gamp3
st = s
peeqt = peeq
dpeeq = 0.
else
C plastic step
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C begin return mapping
C initialize iteration variables
lam =0.
dfsl =0.
dfs2 =0.
dfs3 =0.
dfs4 =0.
dfs5 =0.
dfs6 =0.
C
do i=1,100
C calculate plastic strains using associated flow rule and plastic
C multiplier 'lam'
eptl = epl + lam*dfsl
ept2 = ep2 + lam*dfs2
ept3 = ep3 + lam*dfs3
gamptl = gampl + lam*dfs4
gampt2 = gamp2 + lam*dfs5
gampt3 = gamp3 + lam*dfs6
C calculate stresses
sigl=stressOld(km,l) + Cnn*(strainInc(km,l)-lam*dfsl)
I + Cxy*(strainInc(km,2)-lam*dfs2+strainInc(km,3)-lam*dfs3)
sig2=stressOld(km,2) + Cnn*(strainInc(km,2)-lam*dfs2)
+ Cxy*(strainInc(km,l)-lam*dfsl+strainInc(km,3)-lam*dfs3)
sig3=stressOld(km,3) + Cnn*(strainInc(km,3)-lam*dfs3)
+ Cxy*(strainInc(km,l)-lam*dfsl+strainInc(km,2)-lam*dfs2)
sig4=stressOld(km,4) + Css*(2*strainInc(km,4)-lam*dfs4)
sig5=stressOld(km,5) + Css*(2*strainInc(km,5)-lam*dfs5)
sig6=stressOld(km,6) + Css*(2*strainInc(km,6)-lam*dfs6)
C hardening modulus
dpeeq = lam
peeqt = peeq + dpeeq
call UHARD(peeqt, table, 25, sl, H1)
if((stateOld(km,2).gt.l.).and.(xflag.gt.l.)) then
st=sl*((DamageC-stateOld(km,2))/(DamageC-1.))**mexp
C Hl=Hl*((DamageC-stateOld(km,2))/(DamageC-1.))**0.5
C 1 -sl*0.5*((DamageC-stateOld(km,2))/(DamageC-1.))**(-0.5)
C 2 /(ef*(DamageC-1.))
else
st=sl
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end if
C evaluate yield condition
f=sqrt(FF*(sig2-sig3)**2 + GG*(sig3-sigl)**2
+ HH*(sig1-sig2)**2 + 2*NN*sig4**2
S+3*sig5**2+3*sig6**2) - st
if (abs(f).lt.l.e-2) goto 12
C calculate partial derivatives of f : dfsl=df/dsigl, dfs2=df/dsig2...
dfsl = (-GG*(sig3-sigl)+HH*(sigl-sig2))/(f+st)
dfs2 = (FF*(sig2-sig3)-HH*(sigl-sig2))/(f+st)
dfs3 = (-FF*(sig2-sig3)+GG*(sig3-sigl))/(f+st)
dfs4 = 2*NN*sig4/(f+st)
dfs5 = 3*sig5/(f+st)
dfs6 = 3*sig6/(f+st)
C calculate partial derivatives of s : ds1lam=ds1/dlam, ds2lam=ds2/dlam.
ds1lam=-Cnn*dfsl-Cxy*(dfs2+dfs3)
ds21am=-Cnn*dfs2-Cxy*(dfsl+dfs3)
ds3lam=-Cnn*dfs3-Cxy*(dfsl+dfs2)
ds4lam=-Css*dfs4
ds5lam=-Css*dfs5
ds6lam=-Css*dfs6
C calculate dflam = df/dlam=df/ds * ds/dlam
dflam = - (H1)
+ (dfsl*dsllam+dfs2*ds2lam+dfs3*ds3lam+dfs4*ds4lam
+dfs5*ds5lam+dfs6*ds6lam)
C calculate updated plastic multiplier
lam = lam -f/dflam
C end return mapping
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
end do
12 continue
end if
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C UPDATE
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C stresses
stressNew(km,l) = sig1
stressNew(km,2) = sig2
stressNew(km,3) = sig3
stressNew(km,4) = sig4
stressNew(km,5) = sig5
stressNew(km,6) = sig6
C other state variables
stateNew(km,l) = peeqt
stateNew(km,5) = eptl
stateNew(km,6) = ept2
stateNew(km,7) = ept3
stateNew(km,8) = gamptl
stateNew(km,9) = gampt2
stateNew(km,10)= gampt3
stateNew(km,11)= st
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C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C UPDATE for fracture criteria
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
misesqr=0.5*(sig2-sig3)**2 + 0.5*(sig3-sigl)**2
+ 0.5*(sig1-sig2)**2 + 3*sig4**2
+3*sig5**2+3*sig6**2
if(misesqr.le.0.) then
eqmises=0.001
else
eqmises=sqrt (misesqr)
end if
smean=(sigl+sig2+sig3)/3
templ=(sig1-smean)*((sig2-smean)*(sig3-smean)-sig5**2)
temp2=sig4*(sig4*(sig3-smean)-sig5*sig6)
temp3=sig6*(sig4*sig5-sig6*(sig2-smean))
temp4= (27./2.)*(templ-temp2+temp3)
if(temp4.1t.0) then
ThirdI=-(-temp4)**(1.0/3.0)
else
ThirdI=(temp4)**(1.0/3.0)
end if
if(eqmises.eq.0.) then
eta=l./3.
xi=0
else
eta=smean/eqmises
xi=(ThirdI/eqmises)**3.
end if
if(xi.lt.(-1))then
xi=-1
else if(xi.gt.1.)then
xi=1
end if
thetab=1-2*acos(xi)/3.1415927
stateNew(km,12)=smean
stateNew(km,13)=eqmises
stateNew (km, 14) =eta
stateNew(km,15)=thetab
stateNew (km, 16) =xi
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C--Apply Fracture Criteria
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
if((xflag .ge. 1.).and.(peeqt.gt.0.)) then
if ((stateOld (km,2) .lt. DamageC).and.
(stateOld(km,3).eq.1.)) then
C Mohr-Coulomb fracture criteria
fl = cos(thetab*3.1415927/6)
f2 = sin(thetab*3.1415927/6)
f3 = C3+(sqrt(3.)/(2.-sqrt(3.)))*(1-C3)*(1./fl-1.)
ef =((A/C2)*f3*(fl*sqrt((l+C1**2)/3.)
+C1*(eta+f2/3.)))**(-1./N)
C Cut-off value of stress triaxiality
if (eta .lt. -1) ef=10000.0
C Fracture locus term
Fra = 1./ef
dD = Fra * dpeeq
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stateNew(km,2)= stateOld(km,2) + dD
stateNew(km,4)= ef
end if
C ---------------------------------------------
C Check element deletion and delete damaged element
if ((stateNew(km, 2) .ge. DamageC) .and.
(stateOld(km,3) .eq. 1.)) then
stateNew(km,3) = 0.
stressNew(km,l)= 0.
stressNew(km,2)= 0.
stressNew(km,3)= 0.
stressNew(km,4)= 0.
stressNew(km,5)= 0.
stressNew(km,6)= 0.
end if
C end of fracture coding
end if
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C USER SUBROUTINE CODE ENDS HERE
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
1000 continue
RETURN
END
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine UHARD(eqplasr, table, nvalue, syieldw, hardw)
include 'vabaparam.inc'
C
C variable definition
dimension table(2,nvalue)
Double Precision eqplaso, eqplasl, syield0, syieldl, eqplasr, syieldw,
hardw,
table
C
C eqplasr ............. equivalent plastic strain (read only)
C table ............... array of stress-strain pairs (read only)
C nvalue .............. number of stress-strain pairs (read only)
C syieldw ............. von Mises yield stress (write only)
C hardw ............... slope of yield surface at eqplas (write only)
C
C table(l,l), table(2,1), table(1,2), table(2,2)
C stress_1, eps_1, stress_2, eps_2C
do kl=1, nvalue-1
eqplasl = table(2,kl+l)
if(eqplasr.lt.eqplasl) then
eqplasO = table(2,kl)
syieldO = table(l,kl)
syieldl = table(1,kl+1)
hardw = (syield1 - syieldO) / (eqplas1 - eqplaso)
syieldw = syieldO + hardw * (eqplasr - eqplasO)
goto 11
end if
end do
hardw = 0.d0
syieldw = table(l,nvalue)
11 continue
return
end
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Appendix C: Matlab@ objfun_3D.m function
function f=objfun(X)
C1=X(1);
C2=X(2);
CTHS = X(3);
CETA=0;
ETAO=0 .0;
CTHAX=1 .0;
Const=sqrt(3)/(2-sqrt(3));
n=0 .0984;
A0=844.6;
M=l/n;
% Data points
% Experimental data
%(stress triaxiality, Lode
Data=[
0.328
0.538
0.0127
0 . 67
0.
0.
0.
-0.
939
3235
034
9979
angle parameter, fracture strain)
0 . 72
0.32
0.429
1. 132
%CENTRAL
%NOTCHED
%BUTTERFLY SHEAR
%PUNCH
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] ;
N=length(Data(:,1));
SumError=O;
for i=1:N
x=Data(i,1); %eta
y=Data(i,2); %\bar \theta
z=Data(i,3); %fracture strain
eta =X;
thetaB =y;
tmpl = 1- CETA*(eta-ETAO);
tmp2 = CTHS + Const*(CTHAX - CTHS)*(sec(thetaB*pi/6)-1);
tmp3 = sqrt((1+C1A2)/3)*cos(thetaB*pi/6) + C1*(eta +
1/3*sin(thetaB*pi/6));
gz = (AO/C2* tmpl * tmp2 * tmp3)A(-M);
SumError = SumError + ((z-gz)/gz)^2;
end
f=SumError/N
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Appendix D: Matlab@ optimizationMMC_3D.m
clear all
XO=[0.10 440 0.87]; % Initial Estimate
LB=[0.O 100 0.866 ]; % Lower Bound
UB=[l 500 1.1]; % Upper Bound
A= [];
B= ] ;
Aeq= [];
Beq= [];
X = fmincon(@objfun 3D, XO, A, B, Aeq, Beq, LB, UB)
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Appendix E: Matlab@ MMCsurface-plot_3D.m
clear all;
close all;
clc;
n=0.0984; % Power law parameter
A0=844.6; % Power law parameter
M=l/n;
CETA=O;
ETA0=0.0;
CTHAX=1.0;
Const=sqrt(3)/(2-sqrt(3));
Parameters=[0.0426 440.0173 0.9469];
% Fracture parameters found by optimizationMMC_3D.m
C1= Parameters(1);
C2= Parameters (2);
CTHS= Parameters(3);
% Input of the experimental data points
%(stress triaxiality, Lode angle parameter \bar \theta, fracture
strain)
Data= [
0.328 0.939 0.72 %CENTRAL
0.538 0.3235 0.32 %NOTCHED
0.0127 0.034 0.429 %BUTTERFLY SHEAR
0.67 -0.9979 1.132 %PUNCH
];
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xx = [-0.1:0.05:1.11; % eta
yy = [-1: 0.1: 1]; % theta
[gx,gy] = meshgrid(xx,yy);
Nxx=length(xx);
Nyy=length(yy);
for i=1:Nyy
for j=l:Nxx
thetaB = gy(i,j);
eta = gx(i,j);
tmpl = 1- CETA*(eta-ETA0);
tmp2 = CTHS + Const*(CTHAX - CTHS)*(sec(thetaB*pi/6)-l);
tmp3 = sqrt((1+C1^2)/3)*cos(thetaB*pi/6) + C1*(eta +
1/3*sin(thetaB*pi/6));
gz(i,j) = (AO/C2* tmpl * tmp2 * tmp3)A(-M);
end
end
figure (1);
H=surf(gx,gy,gz);
set(H,'FaceAlpha',0.5);
hold on;
%Plot the plane stress condition
etax= [-1/3:1/300:2/31; % eta
xi=-27/2*etax.*(etax.A2-1/3);
thetaBx=1-2/pi*acos(xi);
tmpl = 1- CETA*(etax-ETA0);
tmp2 = CTHS + Const*(CTHAX - CTHS)*(sec(thetaBx*pi/6)-l);
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tmp3 = sqrt(( 1+Cl2)/3)*cos(thetaBx*pi/6) + C1*(etax +
1/3*sin(thetaBx*pi/6));
efx = (AO/C2.* tmpl .* tmp2 .* tmp3).A(-M);
H=plot3(etax, thetaBx, efx,'m-', 'linewidth', 2);
set(gca,'fontsize',20);
%Plot the difference
N=length(Data(:,1));
dd=0.03;
SumError=0.0;
for i=l:N
eta=Data(i,l);
thetaB=Data(i,2);
xi=thetaB;
tmp1 = 1- CETA*(eta-ETA0);
tmp2 = CTHS + Const*(CTHAX - CTHS)*(sec(thetaB*pi/6)-l);
tmp3 = sqrt((l+ClA2)/3)*cos(thetaB*pi/6) + Cl*(eta +
1/3*sin(thetaB*pi/6));
ef = (AO/C2* tmp1 * tmp2 * tmp3)A(-M);
plot3(Data(il), Data(i,2), Data(i,3), 'k.','markersize',30);
hold on;
grid on;
plot3([eta, eta], [xi, xi], [ef, Data(i,3)], 'k-', 'linewidth', 1);
plot3([eta-dd, eta+dd], [xi-dd, xi+dd] , [Data(i,3), Data(i,3)] 'k-',
'linewidth', 2);
plot3 ( [eta-dd, eta+dd] , [xi-dd, xi+dd] , [ef, ef] ,'k-', 'linewidth', 2);
SumError=SumError + abs((ef-Data(i,3))/Data(i,3));
end
%'average error of M-C'
%SumError/N
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axis([-0.1, 1.1, -1, 1 , 0, 2]);
'Hasek ro'
'Butterfly displacement control gd'
'Butterfly force control bd'
xlabel('$$\eta $$','Interpreter','latex');
ylabel ( '$$\bar\theta $$', 'Interpreter', 'latex');
zlabel('$${\bar\epsilon^{p}_{f}}$$', 'rotation', 0,'Interpreter','latex');
%saveas(H,'3Dplot.tif','tif');
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